**Senator Snow requests funds for town**

At a special Town Board meeting on Monday, Oct. 29, the Town Administrator Richard Betz distributed copies of a resolution drafted by Senator John Snow requesting the release of discretionary funds for the paving of Hickory Hill Road, Chowan Drive, and Cullasaja Drive. At a previous Town Board meeting, commissioners agreed to ask Senator Snow to seek the funds on the grounds that sitation from the roads is causing problems for the town’s water source, particularly around the intake valves.

Commissioners have been discussing paving the roads for some time, beginning in a Public Works Committee meeting with NC DOT representatives. Initially, commissioners wanted DOT to identify capital improvement projects that maximize restoration of degraded waters and minimize unimportant pathways.

**Halloween is a ‘Main St.’ thing in Highlands**

On Halloween Day, various child care centers in town take the children on a Halloween Parade down Main Street to show off their costumes and even get some early treats.

Above are children from the Highlands Community Child Development Center.

**Town ready to address stormwater controls**

Stormwater controls and remediation was the topic of this week’s Public Works Committee meeting.

Joining committee members Commissioners Alan Marsh, Hank Ross and Herb James were Mayor Don Mullen, Town Administrator Richard Betz, Town Engineer Lamar Nix, and engineer with McGill Associates J.P. Johns. In February, McGill Associates presented the town with a Stormwater Master Plan which outlines 18 projects within the town of Highlands and their costs, and supplies a matrix of ordinances that could be blended into the town’s zoning ordinance.

The goal of the plan was to identify capital improvement projects that maximize restoration of degraded waters and minimize unimportant pathways.

**On the ballot on Nov. 6**

On the Nov. 6 ballot there will be nine issues asked of the voters.

Five questions concern the county’s proposed $64 million bond project divided into areas of interest with costs and purposes explained; two questions concern the sale of malt or mixed beverages in Highlands, one question concerns the three seats open on the Highlands Town Board, and one question concerns the levy of a land transfer tax of 0.4%.

First the bond referendum. The largest bond allocation will be for the construction of two new schools and the renovation of others in the Macon County School system.

School Bond Referendum

Shall the order adopted authorizing bond project divided into areas of interest with costs and purposes explained? Yes or No?

On the Nov. 6 ballot there will be nine issues asked of the voters.

For K-4 North Macon to combine with the Cowee/Iotla school’s bond project divided into areas of interest with costs and purposes explained? Yes or No?

For K-4 North Macon to combine with the Cowee/Iotla school’s bond project divided into areas of interest with costs and purposes explained? Yes or No?

For K-4 North Macon to combine with the Cowee/Iotla school’s bond project divided into areas of interest with costs and purposes explained? Yes or No?

For K-4 North Macon to combine with the Cowee/Iotla school’s bond project divided into areas of interest with costs and purposes explained? Yes or No?

For K-4 North Macon to combine with the Cowee/Iotla school’s bond project divided into areas of interest with costs and purposes explained? Yes or No?

For K-4 North Macon to combine with the Cowee/Iotla school’s bond project divided into areas of interest with costs and purposes explained? Yes or No?

For K-4 North Macon to combine with the Cowee/Iotla school’s bond project divided into areas of interest with costs and purposes explained? Yes or No?

For K-4 North Macon to combine with the Cowee/Iotla school’s bond project divided into areas of interest with costs and purposes explained? Yes or No?

For K-4 North Macon to combine with the Cowee/Iotla school’s bond project divided into areas of interest with costs and purposes explained? Yes or No?

For K-4 North Macon to combine with the Cowee/Iotla school’s bond project divided into areas of interest with costs and purposes explained? Yes or No?

For K-4 North Macon to combine with the Cowee/Iotla school’s bond project divided into areas of interest with costs and purposes explained? Yes or No?

For K-4 North Macon to combine with the Cowee/Iotla school’s bond project divided into areas of interest with costs and purposes explained? Yes or No?
To the registered voters in the Town of Highlands

Dear Editor,

After attending the candidates forum this past week, it was obvious that there are some big differences in how the candidates feel Highlands should proceed in the future.

Present commissioners are lobbying for a new Town Hall complex at a cost of approximately $10 million! This includes moving the ABC store at a cost of $2.5 to $3 million with a loss of $15,000 a year in income to the town of Highlands which would take 15-20 years to recoup.

The issue of Pine Street Park, which the town has already committed $300,000 to and will be expected to help fund the remainder purchase price of $800,000, is an issue.

Construction of the facilities on the property will also be a town responsibility. Present commissioner candidates have worked for the closing of Pine Street with a loss of 45 parking spaces and losing Pine Street as a Main Street by-pass. This is insanity!

The Greenway Trail around Highlands is another bad idea! Why pay hundreds of thousands of dollars – the Greenway Committee asked for $300,000 that would be replenished each year. The Town Board gave it $100,000 this year – how much more in years to come?

Highlands has 100,000 acres of Forest Service land that is free for people to use and enjoy as well as Satulah, Sunset Rock, the Highlands Biological Station and the Rec Park. This is more than sufficient. The Greenway Trail would have very little use in my opinion.

The town has spent $40,000 to do a study of the stormwater run-off. It has been projected that it will cost $12 million to implement. This is another taxpayer boondoggle! No federal or state agency is requiring this at this time.

The dredging of the intake valve at the water plant is another bad idea. This will cost hundreds of thousands of dollars and will sit up again. Since Lake Sequoyah is a Class I water source, why not move the intake valve into the middle of the lake where the water is 20-30 feet deep. That would be a permanent solution at less cost.

Present town commissioners are already talking about selling bonds to pay for all this. Is this wise? With the federal and state governments broke and the county commissioners wanting to put the county in debt to the tune of $64 million, why should the town join in this madness?

The issue of county/town relationships is of vital importance. We need a voice at all the county commissioner meetings – preferably the mayor with explicit instructions from the Town Board as to what its position is on matters affecting the town. There has been no presence at the county commission meetings for the last several years. Why hasn’t the present Town Board required this?

There are clear choices in this election. You have the opportunity to change the Town Board for the betterment of all its citizens. It is up to you! Do your civic duty and vote on Nov. 6, for the candidates of your choice, whoever they should be. Just get out and vote.

The last election there was a 30% voter turnout. It would be nice if at least the majority of the voters showed up at the polls this time around.

John Cleaveland

Highlands

Get out and vote against liquor by the drink!

Dear Editor,

I didn’t grow up here but have become very fond of these mountains and the people I’ve met. I was here the last time the townpeople voted “liquor by the drink” down, thankfully.

I was present at …on the Verandah restaurant just a few years ago when one of Highlands own successful restaurateurs told me how he lost money in the bar business at the Cove. His brother was recently quoted when he admitted that in Franklin liquor by the drink has proven to be very disappointing.

I hear the phrase “Let’s even the playing field.” I’ve grown up learning that often the playing field is slightly uneven. Heck, if it was always even, we wouldn’t have a ballgame we’d have an even field! For one have always enjoyed a little competition.

It is often said “Change is good.” Be careful. In the long run some changes prove not to be so good.

What will Liquor by the drink really bring? Will our Main Street be more inviting and more attractive to bars or small chain operations? Will we lose just a little more of that southern charm that has attracted thousands to our plateau?

I too feel that putting this out to the voters was a necessity and I applaud the town’s governing body. Now it’s up to you and you and you to get out and be heard. Remember, not all restaurants in our town are in favor of passing this!

Marty Rosenfield

Lakeside Restaurant
Highlands

What the Land Tax Referendum means to Macon County’s pocketbook

Macon County is seeking to create a land transfer tax to fund school capital needs such as construction, renovation and equipment of schools. Under North Carolina law Macon County has the authority to levy a land transfer tax (up to 0.4 percent), following approval by voters.

Macon County has placed the referendum for a land transfer tax on the November 6, 2007 ballot.

What is a Land Transfer Tax (LTT)?

A tax assessed when a home, office building, land other interest in real property located in Macon county is sold in exchange for money or other property. For purposes of this tax, timber deeds and contracts for the sale of standing timber are treated like an interest in real property. The tax would be 0.4 percent of the property’s sale price or value of the property transferred, and would be assessed against the seller.

Macon County Overview

Current population: approximately 34,500 full time, 65,000 including part-time residents.
Current county Budget: General Fund $43,947,782
Current Property Tax Rate: 24.5 cents per $100 of property value

Land Transfer Tax Facts

Based on 0.4% of sales price
Assessed on a home, commercial building, land or other real estate, including sales and exchanges of real property for value
Paid a closing by seller

How the Tax is Collected

See TRANSFER TAX page 20

Letters to the Editor Policy

We reserve the right to reject or edit submissions. Views expressed are not necessarily those of Highlands’ Newspaper. Please email letters by Monday at 5 p.m. There is a 500-word limit without prior approval.
Mrs. Ruth Blanton Johnson

Mrs. Ruth Blanton Johnson, age 92, died at her home in Cairo, GA on Monday, October 29, 2007.

She was born in Leesburg, GA, on March 10, 1915, the daughter of the late Zebulon Vance and Ethel Brown Blanton. She was preceded in death by her husband, Robert Ezekiel Johnson, who died on July 27, 1980.

She was a homemaker and a member of the First United Methodist Church of Cairo, GA. She was a member of the Camellia Garden Club, a charter member of the Cairo Women's Club and United Methodist Women. She was a seasonal resident of Highlands, NC.

She is survived by a daughter, Lequita J. LeGette of Cairo, GA; a sister Caroline Mixon Lewis of Cairo, GA; grandsons Tom Kennedy LeGette of Cairo, GA; and Thaddeus LeGette, and wife, Ginny, of Cairo, GA; great grandchildren Hannah LeGette, Thad LeGette, Lauren LeGette, Tom LeGette of Hollin LeGette, all of Cairo, GA; sisters-in-law, Mrs. Marcus Gandy of Macon, GA; Mrs. Emie Eilsner of Charleston, S.C.; and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Johnson of Blue Ridge, GA.

A graveside service was held Wednesday, Oct. 31, 2007 at the Greenwood Cemetery in Cairo, GA with Rev. Tegler Greer and Rev. Eugene Cochran officiating.

Clark Funeral Home of Cairo, GA was in charge of the arrangements.

Joseph Forrest Cole III

Joseph Forrest Cole III, age 59, of Bull Pen Road, Cashiers, N.C. died Sunday, October 28, 2007 at Oteen's Veterans Hospital. He was born in Fulton County, GA, the son of Mary New Cole of Cashiers, NC and the late Joseph F. Cole, Jr. He was a Vietnam Veteran of the U.S. Air Force and was a graphic arts service representative of a Printing Industry. Joseph loved canoeing, kayaking, photography and was a master carpenter.

He is survived by his wife of 24 years, Mary Susan Joiner Cole; his daughter, Mary-Ashley Cole of Cashiers, NC; his three sons, Joey Cole and his wife Rena of Kennesaw, GA, Zachary Stallings and his wife Ashley of Amory, Mississippi, and Matthew Cole of Fairbanks, Alaska; three sisters, Diane Reese of Marietta, GA, Karen Higdon of Cashiers, NC and Pam Stercay of Westminster, SC; one brother, Stephen Cole of Stone Mtn., GA; four grandchildren, Marisa Cole, Hunter Cole, Arabella Stallings and Mesa Stallings.

Funeral services were held Wednesday, Oct. 31 at 2 p.m. at Pleasant Grove Baptist Church, Cashiers, NC.

Burial was held at Georgia Memorial Cemetery in Marietta, GA. Joey Cole, Zachary Stallings, Matthew Cole, Stephen Cole, Tim Joiner and Charles Harms will serve as pallbearers.

The family received friends Wednesday, October 31 from 1-2 p.m., one hour prior to the service at Pleasant Grove Baptist Church. The body will remain at Bryant Funeral Home in Franklin until placed in the Church one hour prior to the service.

In lieu of flowers, memorials may be made to Pleasant Grove Baptist Church, c/o Carol Foster, 1858 Bull Pen Road, Cashiers, NC 28717.

Bryant Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences can be made by visiting www.McM.com

KATY’S ON MAIN
Ladies Clothing & Accessories
Owner retiring after 22 years on Main Street
Inventory Liquidation SALE
Everything Must Go!
Savings up to 75% off

“Mention this ad for additional savings!”

Business for Sale • Fixtures for Sale
2,000 S. Ft. Main Street Space Available
Can be split into two stores.
Highlands, NC
Call 954-806-2750 for details.

Group starts 11th year of service

The Girls’ Clubhouse members Alex Michaud and Autumn Chastain make Halloween masks with children at the Highlands Community Child Development Center.

Far right Jacky Reyes, Autumn Chastain and Skylar Wagner with the end product! Each week the group does a community service project in town.
If you think I’m cynical and confused about politics then by the time you finish reading this there will be no doubt in your mind I am a mess. If you have a solution, please let me have it; oops, I mean write in and inform me. Go easy on me and remember I hail from Palm Beach County, FL, the land of the DUH people.

Actually, I was only kidding about not voting but...ah, maybe not. I am thinking about sitting out the '08 elections. After watching the debates on television, I have grown to dislike all the candidates. Is “hate” too strong a word?

This is so weird. The liberal media is positive Hillary will win the whole shootin’ match but I can’t find anyone committed to her. Why does everyone put their finger down their throat and gag when her name comes up? What’s that all about? Will “closet voters” put her in office? And if she does win, will she keep cigars handy in the oval office?

Thank you, national television, for reminding me what a sorry bunch of candidates we have. I turned off the debate the other night and said to the li’l missus. “Our country really is in the end days. Where have all our statesmen gone?”

Unless some knight in shining armor arrives at the last minute to save me, I will probably sit out the election in protest of the corruption, the incompetence and the lies. My knight will not arrive because if he is able to run, he is already corrupt. By the way, a statesman is an honest person who exercises political leadership wisely and without political partisanship. Not much of that around these days from either side.

The next time you watch a national debate, remember that everyone on that stage has their hand in some corporation’s pocket and will be owned by them if elected. Each candidate has huge bucks in their own personal accounts and even more in their election campaign coffers. Can only the rich win an election in the land of the free and the brave where all men are created equal and anyone can be president? I’m passing out lapel stickers that say “I’m proud I didn’t vote.” The only thing certain for the ‘08 election is that Palm Beach County will get it wrong.

If I could vote

Then there’s the Highlands’ election, a place where the little guy can run for office and not be rich. For me, the irony is that I am eligible to vote in the national election and probably won’t out of disgust but would love to vote in the Highlands’ election and can’t. Life is not fair.

I am salivating to vote in Highlands because it is how it’s supposed to be...ah, I think. At least there are no hot babe videos sponsoring candidates. Not yet, anyway.

Any person with a Highlands’ voting card in their pocket who doesn’t vote on Election Day is missing out on something pretty darn good. It doesn’t matter who you vote for, just show up and vote. If you dislike them all, then show up and write in Elmer Fudd. At least they’ll know you were there.

As usual, the fate of the candidates will depend on a small handful of voters, usually about 150 people. If you’re one of those people not voting, then keep your dad gum (suitable foul language) mouth shut when elected officials do something stupid. You deserve it!

On the other hand, let’s suppose you were convinced every single candidate running for office in Highlands was corrupt. Would you vote for the least corrupt person or would you refuse to support the corruption by not voting at all? That’s my dilemma with the national elections. If you chose not to vote, would it be right to complain when politicians do bone-headed things? A puzzlement!

Chew on this. With so few voters showing up to cast ballots, it wouldn’t take much to steal the election. Do the math. The 150 folks who vote have to pick three of the six candidates. If votes were to split fairly even, that would be less than 50 votes per candidate. Soooo, if you wanted to get a crook in office, you only need about 50 crooked people to put him in and its party time with the taxpayer’s money. Are there 50 crooked people in the new Highlands? Does the bear...
‘Leaders lead. They do not push’

Let’s imagine that the Turkish, no, even better, the French Parliament passed a resolution which branded American atrocities against Native Americans as genocide. Imagine the outrage! When the French decided to join our foolish invasion of Iraq, French Fries served in the Congressional dining room became Freedom Fries, and consumption of French wines was widely viewed as unpatriotic. I’ve always suspected that California grape growers were behind that one.

Congress is debating a resolution that labels the Turkish massacre of Armenians as genocide, a powerful word with terrible connotations, and one which the Turks wish to deny.

Turkey, under the teetering Ottoman Empire murdered hundreds of thousands, perhaps more than a million, Armenians. The Ottoman Empire ceased to exist after World War I. The massacres took place in 1915, 92 years ago. I don’t doubt that the murders qualified as genocide. I am equally confident that there is no value to such a declaration today. The job of our Congress is not to write, rewrite, or interpret history. Years of observing Congress from a safe distance have convinced me that its primary re-election. Which brings us to the question. Why did Congress decide that this resolution was appropriate, important, and timely?

For years Armenian-American activists have sought such a resolution. Jim Rogan, a California congressman who failed to push the measure in 2000 lost his reelection bid, due at least in part to that failure, thus breaking the first rule of Congress, re-election. His successor, and beneficiary of his failure supported the resolution this time around. I doubt that it is mere coincidence that Armenian-Americans constitute an important voting block in his usually Democratic district. There are about 1.2 million Americans of Armenian decent concentrated primarily in California, New Jersey, and Michigan, each an important state with lots of electoral votes. Probably just another coincidence.

I’m really uncomfortable when I find myself in agreement with my fiercely conservative Republican mother-in-law. We share a common view on this issue, and for the life of me, I can’t find the flaw in her logic. Sunday, Congress has more important things to do than study early twentieth century Eastern European history. Dealing with the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, failure of our public education, a worsening health care crisis, a growing trade imbalance, waste of resources, pollution, and global warming are surely more important than irritating an old ally.

It would be great if the Turks would prostrate themselves, beat their breasts, utter a few “mea culpas” and satisfy the Armenians. For some reason, that admission is unacceptable to the Turks. So what business is it of ours?

There was a time when the United States of America was the undisputed moral leader of the world. I think even the residents of the Vatican would have agreed. After World War II, we rebuilt a ravaged world. We did not claim the spoils of war as victors in earlier conflicts had done. Instead, we reached out to our former enemies and helped rebuild their countries and their economies. We were a beacon of democracy, opportunity, freedom of thought and expression, and human rights. We were the model for fledgling democracies around the world. We have lost much of our moral authority. We don’t have the respect that we once enjoyed. We dodged genocide in Rwanda when we had a chance to stop it. Violence, genocide according to many observers, continues today in Darfur. Instead of dealing forcefully we spend our time condemning a regime that ceased to exist nearly 100 years ago. There was a time when the world listened. That day has passed.

Politicians argue that the resolution is the right course. They further contend that failure to approve it constitutes appeasement. It is not appeasement to mind our own business, to debate our treatment of Native Americans instead of Turkish crimes against Armenians. We rely heavily on Turkey for supply lines to our troops in Afghanistan and Iraq. We are trying to dissuade them from attacks against terrorist Kurds in northern Iraq. It is very much in our interest, and that of the world, to limit the extension of hostilities in the Middle East. We certainly don’t want Turkey to invade Iraq, and face the unpredictable ramifications of that action. We should maintain our friendship with Turkey, even if that means allowing them to deny the past. There is little to be gained and much to be lost with this meaningless resolution. Today we are asking the Turks to resist the urge to invade northern Iraq and seek out terrorists. I thought that’s what we did.

We would do well to heed the words of my good friend, Basil Leiman, who said, “Leaders lead. They do not push.” True in diplomacy, in war, and in life. It is a lesson that an ever increasingly arrogant American government must learn.

Dr. Henry Salzarulo
Feedback is encouraged. Email:
hsalzarulo@aol.com

Rib Shack presents
Traditional Thanksgiving Dinners To-Go!

Includes your choice of
Roasted Turkey with Giblet Gravy OR
Virginia Baked Ham
Choice of 2 Sides
(Creamy Mashed Potatoes, Cornbread Stuffing, Candied Yams, Green Beans or Collard Greens)
Rolls
Choice of Dessert
(Fresh Baked Pumpkin Pie or Southern Pecan Pie)
$45.00, plus tax (Serves 4)

Call Today — 526-2626
Reserve by 5:00 pm on November 15, 2007.
(Quantities are limited.)

Of all the things we have lost, it is our mind that we miss the most...

Come lose your mind at the 4 shops at TWI GS at Highlands Edge
“Everything for your Nest”®
Hours: 9-6 Mon.-Sat. • Sun. 10-5
Cashiers Road about one mile from town. • 526-5551
Recently I read Animal Vegetable Miracle by Barbara Kingsolver, about a year she and her family spent eating food grown within 50 miles of their home in the mountains of Virginia. They grew most of the food they ate, but had to live without some tropical exotics like bananas, lemons, and chocolate. They did compromise on coffee — only a fanatic would criticize them for that lapse!

In this book exploring the consequences of self-imposed dietary limitation I was captivated by an idea she had after visiting some Amish friends that the Amish had accepted a life of limitations, but instead of being a burden it brought a life of peace and fulfillment.

Ms. Kingsolver writes: "David [the Amish farmer] summarizes his position on technology in one word: boundaries. The workhorse places a limit on the size of our farms, and the horse-drawn buggy limits the distances we travel. This is basically what we need. This is what keeps our communities healthy. It makes perfect sense, of course, that limiting territory size can yield dividends in appreciation for what one already has, and the ability to manage it without debt. The surprise is to find whole communities gracefully accepting such boundaries, inside a nation that seems allergic to limitations, priding itself instead on the freedom to go as far as we want, as fast as we can, and buy until we run out of money — or longer, if we have credit cards."

This struck me as true about modern America. We seem to believe that happiness, the American Dream, lies in a life with no limitations at all. This is why we dream of being rich, of winning the lottery, because we believe then we will have no limitations. The credit card companies prey on our belief that wealth brings freedom by making it possible for us to live wildly beyond our means.

This is why we eat and eat and don't exercise and expect medical science to come up with the wonder pill to solve the resulting problems of obesity and heart disease and diabetes. We seem to think we should live forever. Years ago I read A Path With Heart, by Jack Kornfield, in which he describes denial and delusion common in our culture. I can still remember him citing as an example a ninety-six-year-old woman entering hospice and asking the director, "Why me?" Many of us escape the limitations of family ties as soon as we can, moving across the country if necessary to be free.

I am glad I am not trying to raise children today. The pressures on parents trying to control their children and say no to the constant demands for more stuff are enormous. In a child psychology course I took many years ago I was taught that children need boundaries to develop properly. What a challenge in this day and age when most parents work and the kids spend lots of time unsupervised, and structured family life is mostly a thing of the past.

Ms. Kingsolver writes: "A survey of National Merit Scholars — exceptionally successful eighteen-year-olds crossing all lines of ethnicity, gender, geography, and class—turned up a common thread in their lives: the habit of sitting down to a family dinner. It's not just the food making them brilliant. It's probably the parents — their care, priorities, and connections, but rather a kind of relatedness…Seen in this light, freedom is not the abandonment of dependencies and connections, but rather a kind of movement in and among relations. Of more interest than freedom from the world is freedom within it."

The older I get the more I feel that my greatest goal is to find peace in the here and now. Not to escape to some Sugar Candy Mountain but to be happy here and now.

Limitations

This is why we eat and eat and don't exercise and expect medical science to come up with the wonder pill to solve the resulting problems of obesity and heart disease and diabetes. We seem to think we should live forever. Years ago I read A Path With Heart, by Jack Kornfield, in which he describes the denial and delusion common in our culture. I can still remember him citing as an example a ninety-six-year-old woman entering hospice and asking the director, "Why me?"

Many of us escape the limitations of family ties as soon as we can, moving across the country if necessary to be free.

I am glad I am not trying to raise children today. The pressures on parents trying to control their children and say no to the constant demands for more stuff are enormous. In a child psychology course I took many years ago I was taught that children need boundaries to develop properly. What a challenge in this day and age when most parents work and the kids spend lots of time unsupervised, and structured family life is mostly a thing of the past.

Ms. Kingsolver writes: "A survey of National Merit Scholars — exceptionally successful eighteen-year-olds crossing all lines of ethnicity, gender, geography, and class—turned up a common thread in their lives: the habit of sitting down to a family dinner. It's not just the food making them brilliant. It's probably the parents — their care, priorities, and connections, but rather a kind of relatedness…Seen in this light, freedom is not the abandonment of dependencies and connections, but rather a kind of movement in and among relations. Of more interest than freedom from the world is freedom within it."

The older I get the more I feel that my greatest goal is to find peace in the here and now. Not to escape to some Sugar Candy Mountain but to be happy here and now.

... BALLOT continued from page 1

Three courses including:
Choice of appetizer and entrée, family-style sides and holiday dessert selection.

$65 per person

Seatings from 11:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Please call for reservations: 828-526-5477

Madison’s
RESTAURANT AND WINE GARDEN

Join us for an elegant
Thanksgiving Dinner

miscellaneous equipment — $73,000; and for water and sewer — $3,980,000.

County-wide renovations, expansion and new construction will mean 30% more capacity for Macon Middle Schools; gain 17% more capacity at all the elementary schools; eliminate all but one portable classroom in Macon County (27), and will ensure all students have access to modern facilities and adequate resources.

Public Buildings Bond Referendum
Shall the order adopted authorize not exceeding $6,500,000 PUBLIC BUILDINGS BONDS for the purpose of providing funds, together with any other available funds, for acquiring, constructing, expanding and renovating public buildings and other public facilities, including by not limited to the construction of new facilities for senior services, social services and emergency services and the acquisition of related land rights of way and equipment be approved? Yes or No?

County officials want to move the EMS facility out of downtown Franklin for better access and service to the community for $700,000; and expand the Social Services Complex with Senior Services for $5.8 million.

Pertaining to Southwestern Community College Bond Referendum:
Shall the order authorizing not exceeding $3,000,000 COMMUNITY COLLEGE BONDS for the purpose of providing funds, together with any other available funds, to match, in whole or in part, State of North Carolina grant moneys, for the cost of acquiring, constructing, expanding, and renovating Building #2 of Southwestern Community College, including but not limited to, the acquisition of related land, rights of culture of support. The words 'I'll expect you home for dinner.'"

The most basic fact of life is that we are limited. We have limited understanding of ourselves and everything around us. Our very life is limited: all of us are going to die.

How much of our unhappiness stems from our lack of acceptance of this basic fact that we are limited and from the consequences of our attempts to escape limitation? The peace and fulfillment the Amish have found through accepting limitation is sorely lacking in our culture.

Of course if we completely accepted our limitations there would be no innovation, no creativity, no discovery. Life would be extremely boring!

Perhaps, as the Buddhists say, there is a middle way.

In Philosophical Meditations on Zen Buddhism, Dale Wright asserts that Buddhism teaches a different way of achieving liberation from limitation: not through escape but through acceptance. "Finally, rather than conceive of liberation as a kind of autonomy that transcends relations and their limiting, defining forces, Zen and Buddhist conceptions focus on ways in which human beings can be awakened to this relatedness...Seen in this light, freedom is not the abandonment of dependencies and connections, but rather a kind of movement in and among relations. Of more interest than freedom from the world is freedom within it."

The older I get the more I feel that my greatest goal is to find peace in the here and now. Not to escape to some Sugar Candy Mountain but to be happy here and now.

See BALLOT page 7
Every Vote Counts and Highlands Needs Your Vote
Do you need to vote? ABSOLUTELY!

Highlands and Macon County are undergoing some dramatic changes with many planned for the future.

Every resident will be affected. Your help and input with your vote are needed – NOW!

The results of your vote next Tuesday, November 6th will determine the direction of Highlands and Macon County for years to come.

Help make a POSITIVE DIFFERENCE by voting for:

John “Buz” Dotson – Highlands Town Board

Public service experience includes:
Highlands Appearance Commission
   June 1998-June 2001
Highlands Zoning Board
   June 2001-June 2007
Board of Directors – Peggy Crosby Center

Paid for by the Committee to Elect John “Buz” Dotson
Here we go again

Have you ever uncovered a box full of pictures or letters or clippings that gave you a warm feeling as you paged through them, bringing back memories that you had buried in your wherever you bury these things? I have discovered that, instead of rummaging through the attic or basement, rummaging can now be done without leaving the laptop.

Just by chance, I heard mention of something I had forgotten about long ago. It concerned Al Gore’s visit to a Buddhist Temple in Hacienda Heights, CA in 1996. Throughout the remainder of the campaign, he maintained that he didn’t know the event was a fundraiser. In Jan., 1997, just a few weeks after the election, Gore was quoted on NBC’s Today Show, “I did not know that it was a fundraiser. I knew it was a political event, and I knew there were finance people that were going to be present, and so that alone should have told me (duh). This is inappropriate, and this is a mistake; don’t do this. And I take responsibility for that. It was a mistake.”

From a CNN website “Two Buddhist nuns who helped coordinate an April, 1996 fundraiser attended by Vice President Al Gore admitted today they destroyed a list of donors and other documents because they thought the information would embarrass the temple.”

Sen. Arlen Specter (R-PA) said the nuns were used by Democratic operatives and became ‘sort of pawns in the whole operation.’”

As you may remember, this was only one of many Clinton/Gore/Chinese connections.

From the Washington Post: “Johnny Chung, who delivered a $500,000 campaign contribution to the White House and escorted Chinese businessmen to a presidential radio address, is cooperating with the Justice Department’s investigation of financial abuses in the 1996 campaign. Chung agreed to cooperate with investigators, and soon told them that Chinese army Lt. Col. Liu Chaoying, an executive with a state-owned aerospace company, gave him $300,000 to donate to the Democrats’ 1996 campaign. Chung’s allegation — hotly denied by Liu and the Chinese government — is the strongest evidence yet of a direct money trail from the Chinese government to Democratic campaign coffers.”

According to Wikipedia: “The most significant one-time illegal contribution was a $460,000 donation by Yah Lin ‘Charlie’ Trie to President Bill Clinton’s legal defense fund. The donation was made by the deliverer of an envelope containing $460,000 in $1,000 contributions, some on sequentially numbered money orders made out in different names but in the same handwriting.”

Then there is the association with Wang Jun, John Huang, James Riady and the Lippo group and others. The Clinton/Chinese association was ongoing and involved highly classified technical military information being turned over to China. One needed to wonder no longer why the Chinese were so helpful in raising funds for the Clinton/Gore team.

But that was then, this is now. A few weeks ago, we wrote about the antics of Norman Hsu. Up to that point, Hsu was a darling of Democratic politicians, donating at least $600,000 himself over the last four years, and raising far more than that from associates.

The biggest recipient of his largesse was Hillary Clinton. Aides to the New York senator estimate that Hsu raised $300,000 for her presidential campaign. Despite the announcement that the money would be returned to the donors, we have seen nothing that the return has taken place.

Now we hear of Hillary’s Chinatown connection. The Los Angeles Times, hardly a conservative mouthpiece, submitted the following report: “Dishwashers, waiters and others, whose jobs and dilapidated home addresses seem to make them unpromising targets for political fundraisers, are pouring $1,000 and $2,000 contributions into Clinton’s campaign treasury.”

In April, a single fundraiser in an area long known for its gritty urban poverty yielded a whopping $300,000.”

The Times examined the cases of more than 150 donors who provided checks to Clinton. One-third of those donors could not be found using property, telephone or business records. Several dozen were described in financial reports as holding jobs, including dishwasher, server or cook that would normally make it difficult to donate amounts ranging from $500 to the legal maximum of $2,300 per election.

Searches disclosed many addresses given by donors don’t exist, others existed but the donors were not known by other residents and still others who were found either denied attending fundraisers or said they had attended but did not make a contribution. It looks like the Clinton/China relationship is flourishing and who knows what the Chinese will expect from Hillary if she is elected. With Bill’s shady finance team now working for Hillary, I shudder to think.
“W”ere going to New York!” I said to just about anybody who would listen.

Perhaps this didn’t seem like a big deal to most folks, but it was the first time I would be returning to Manhattan since I left for Highlands on November 15, 2006. John was attending a mini-reunion for the Yale Class of 1964, and we were combining that event with two days of catching up with my friends and former colleagues.

“Oh, you simply have to take in this fabulous exhibition at the Met,” one person enthused. Another suggested a new play on Broadway. Yet another knew of a fabulous concert that we had to take in at Lincoln Center. But that’s their New York, not mine. In fact, that’s what I realized. Everyone has their own private New York.

We drove to Atlanta, and boarded our plane. Gosh, I’d forgotten how awful air travel is these days - long corridors, lugging your suitcases, security lines - and the additional treat of physical searches now that I have an artificial knee. What’s the use of having a card from my operating physician? Every time I go through the x-ray machine, lights go off, buzzers go crazy, and they look at me as if I’m a one-woman terrorist campaign.

“I’ve had knee replacement surgery” I stammer apologetically. “Female search!” they boomp, as they usher me into a glass holding tank. Where I wait. And wait. And wait, until a bored security lady comes over to search me. I hold my arms out, and up. I lift one leg, and the other. To make matters worse, the underwiring of my bra sets off the security wand, so I get groped, for good measure. “I’m just using the back of my hands” says the lady. Who cares? A grope is a grope. It wouldn’t matter if she used her feet, for Pete’s sake. By the time she’s finished, I feel like I could skip my yearly mammogram.

Finally, they call our flight. Like cattle, we moo ourselves onto the plane, pushing and shoving. People come aboard with enormous suitcases, which they haul above their heads, and start cramming into the overhead luggage racks. I don’t know how they do it, but now I know who to call next time I can’t get into those jeans I bought last year. I know it’s wrong, but I check out passengers as they go by. I let out a sigh of relief as the lady with the screaming baby keeps moving toward the back of the plane. And since they won’t give me back ¼ of my airfare if a large person takes up his seat, plus 25% of mine, I keep my fingers crossed for that, too.

Finally we land at LaGuardia - a particularly bumpy landing. I’ve always had my own idea about why the late pope used to kiss the ground. How odd to find the terminal comfortingly familiar. Suddenly, I know where

**Going Native**

Michelle Mead & John Armor
michiemead@aol.com
John_Armor@yale.edu

**HIGHLANDS EATRIES •**

**High Country Cafe**
Down home favorites everyday!

Breakfast & Lunch
6:30 am to 2 p.m
Sunday through Friday; Saturday, 7 am.-1 p.m.

526-0572
Cashiers Road next to the Community Bible Church

Stop in for slow-cooked BBQ, Ribs, Fried Chicken, Hot Wings and other Southern favorites that’ll have you

**S portsP age**
S sandwich S hoppe

Soup • Soups • Salads • Sandwiches
Desserts • Loaded Baked Potatoes

Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. to 3 p.m
Sat. 11 a.m.-4 p.m
314 Main Street • 526-3555

**HILL TOP GRILL**

“Where the Locals Eat for Quick Service Not Fast Food!”

Hamburgers & Fries
Sandwiches & Salads
Ice Cream & More!
Open for breakfast & lunch
Mon.-Sat.
Now Trans Fat FREE
At 4th & Spring streets...on the hill
526-5916
$10 minimum with credit card

**Pescado’s Burritos**

In the middle of 4th St.
...on the hill
Open for lunch Mon-Sat
Open for dinner Mon-Fri
526-9313

**Buck’s Coffee Cafe**

Open 7 days a week
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Coffee, tea, wine, pastries, sandwiches
384 Main Street

**Let High Country Cafe prepare your Thanksgiving Meal!**

Your Choice of:
1 Turkey or Ham
1 Traditional or Cornbread Stuffing
1 Mashed potatoes or Sweet potatoes
1 Carrot-Raisin Salad, cucumber salad or cole slaw
2 Veggies (Green beans, black-eyed peas, corn in butter sauce, collard greens, green bean casserole, butternut squash)
1 rolls or cornbread
1 pie (pumpkin or sweet potato)

Dinner includes gravy & cranberry sauce

$40 (serves 6-8 people)
extra sides & pies available
Individual meals $12.95/person
Call for selection and details • 828-526-0572
(Orders must be placed by Nov. 18, 2007)
3601 Cashiers Road
The last person in

By Mercedes Heller
Highlands-Cashiers Land Trust

Would the last person in please close the door?

Except for those who live on boats, all of us have homes built on property that not too long ago was a wooded area, or farmland, or a mountaintop. Just a few generations before that was dense forest and marshes crisscrossed by hunting trails forged by Native Americans.

Yet, there is something about each of us that, once we have settled in whatever we deem to be a paradise, wants to keep others from coming in and ruining what we have - perhaps forgetting that those who were here before us thought the same thing about us.

Still, most agree that we should save some lands, some places, some traditions and culture that will be passed on to future generations. Just what to save and how to save it is a question with which the Highlands-Cashiers Land Trust is grappling.

Considerable success has been realized by enlisting large numbers of people who care enough to contribute both time and money by becoming members of HCLT.

Among HCLT’s ongoing accomplishments are:

- Saving tracts of undeveloped land, some for public access.
- Limiting or stopping development of tracts of privately owned land by granting easements that give tax relief to owners.
- Working with programs that improve ground water and stream water quality.
- Preserving valuable property when new developments are being built by helping provide conservation design.
- Spreading the use of native flora through both individual gardens and woodland plantings.
- Helping preserve working farmland.
- Educating the general public through programs and classes.
- Enlisting volunteers and raising funds for various programs.
- Lobbying local government to further conservation goals.

Combined, these actions help provide a valuable will and testament by using some resources now while saving others for future generations. We invite you to help save the places you love by becoming a member. More information is available by calling 526-1111, emailing hitrust@earthlink.net, or check the website at hicashlt.org.
Random thoughts from the weekend in sports

Quik observation from the Georgia-Florida game from this weekend. Aside from the fact that Florida’s defense is putrid, Georgia finally was able to exercise their recent demons against the Gators through the play of freshman running back Knowshon Moreno. My friends who (sadly) pull for the Bulldogs have been upset with Coach Mark Richt all year for not getting Moreno enough carries. In a bit of good fortune (in a morbid sort of way) injuries to running backs Kregg Lumpkin and Thomas Brown forced Richt to put the game on Moreno’s shoulders, and he delivered with a terrific performance. Everyone is talking about Richt’s motivational techniques for the Florida game, but don’t overlook the fact that the game was won on the legs of Moreno.

The Red Sawks won their second world series in four years this weekend, forcing me to reevaluate them from a fans perspective. The Sawks and Boston fans in general have become more and more annoying as the year has gone on, and it makes me wonder if the Red Sox are turning to the dark side of the fans. With their huge payroll, (second only to the Yankees) obnoxious fan base (again, second to the Yanks) and recent success it is little wonder than people are starting to look at the Sawks the same way that they looked at the Yankees in recent years.

The NBA kicked off Tuesday night with three west coast games….does anyone care? It’s time for David Stern to wake up and realize that the NBA regular season is becoming increasingly irrelevant in today’s society. Between the officiating scandal and the numerous player arrests in the off season, fans have shown that professional basketball just isn’t as interesting as it has been in recent years. Case in point, all of the NFL arrests and turmoil in the off season hasn’t hurt interest at all, while off season events have wounded the NBA greatly. Time to suck it up and take a long hard look at some NBA rule changes Captain Stern, lest you suffer the same fate as hockey in the United States.

The NFL “game of the century” is this weekend as the Colts play the Patriots for supremacy in the AFC (and ultimately the NFL). A lot has been made about the dominance of the Patriots in the first half of the season. The Patriots have been unstoppable, mainly thanks to the best defense in the NFL and an unstoppable offense led by Randy Moss and Tom Brady. The Pats have also caught a lot of flack due to their fearless leader Bill Belicheat ordering his squad to run up the score on teams this year in an attempt to prove that he needed no unfair advantage in order to succeed. Belicheat is currently playing his character (the role of villain coach in a Disney Movie) perfectly, but he is going to cost his team dearly when Tom Brady gets taken out by a rogue linebacker in the fourth quarter of a blowout. NFL players don’t take kindly to being embarrassed, and poor Brady is going to pay the price for his coach’s vendetta against the rest of the league at some point this season.

And finally, how about the Kansas Jayhawks? In a year where Kentucky and South Florida earned a ton of praise for climbing the rankings before ultimately crashing and burning, the Jayhawks have quietly climbed the rankings and are currently in position to crash the BCS party. Riding a superb defense and the offense of the velour suited/massively jowled supercoach Mark Mangino, Kansas has played extremely well all season and could…gasp…end up in the BCS title game if I have not sufficiently jinxed them by praising them in this column.

...SPIRITUALLY from pg 25

I invite you into a life of reality. I invite you to cultivate the seeds of reality that you possess. If you need help on this journey, I invite you to join a group of friends, and a place to cultivate this reality. You can find them at a church near you. I invite you to read about this source of love described above. You can find it in a group of books called Scripture. And if you want to meet the man I mentioned above, look very closely in the mirror, in the eyes of a friend, in the eyes of a stranger, in the eyes of your enemy. His name is Jesus. Once you glimpse this reality, and cultivate the seeds of love, you will see it everywhere you look. Love is everywhere and in everyone. Love is the only reality that exists.
Question #6:
What aspects of the bond referendum are most important to you as a citizen and as a potential Town Commissioner?

Brannan:
We need to answer two questions. Are the bond proposals honest and accurate? Do we in Highlands want or need what is being offered and would we get our money’s worth if approved?

Digging out the real needs and costs of bond referendums can be quite difficult. It is not unusual for the authors to deliberately hide or misstate what you are paying for, the actual necessity of the proposed items or services, and the real cost.

Some intentionally understate the cost and overstate the benefits in order to lure the voters into approving the referendum. They put forward proponents to convince the voter how badly an apparently too big and too expensive facility is needed. Then once approved, the cost overruns begin and the promised benefits don’t quite happen.

If this seems to be the case, we could ask for a binding legal agreement (no Memo of Understanding) that specifies a maximum cost overrun of say 5%. If the cost exceeds that, then they must identify features/items that would be removed to stay within the agreed cost.

Other bond referendums suffer from the mindset that if the authors actually need 30 million dollars, they figure they might as well pump it up to 50 million and bury in the referendum all the little goodies that could never get approved on their own merit. Or they use the surplus money as a slush fund for things that might not be approved by the taxpayers. In this case, a binding promise of rebated surplus through reduced property taxes might be in order.

The process is already underway to review and challenge the details in the referendum. They put forward proponents to convince the voter how badly the facility is needed. Then once approved, the cost overruns begin and the promised benefits don’t quite happen.

If this seems to be the case, we could ask for a binding legal agreement (no Memo of Understanding) that specifies a maximum cost overrun of say 5%. If the cost exceeds that, then they must identify features/items that would be removed to stay within the agreed cost.

Another bond referendum suffers from the mindset that if the authors actually need 30 million dollars, they figure they might as well pump it up to 50 million and bury in the referendum all the little goodies that could never get approved on their own merit. Or they use the surplus money as a slush fund for things that might not be approved by the taxpayers. In this case, a binding promise of rebated surplus through reduced property taxes might be in order.

The process is already underway to review and challenge the details in the referendum.

And to determine just what benefits are in the proposals for us in Highlands. Any item not clearly and specifically stated should be questioned. The actual need and cost should be questioned and supported by estimates from disinterested persons/companies if possible.

Once we think we know what the truth is about each proposal, the taxpayers should be made aware of the details.

In Highlands, there are quite a few people who pay taxes but can not vote to approve or disapprove these referendums. We should devise a way that their voices can be heard and that their opinions can influence the outcome. Then, it is up to each voter to determine her or his evaluation of perceived benefit for the stated cost.

If you would like to read or reread my personal information and/or my viewpoints on subjects previously published in this newspaper, please see my web page at internet address http://mysite.verizon.net/resrw81k/larry.town_commissioner/

DeWolf:
It’s unfortunate that the County Commission has not provided a historical summary of past expenditures throughout Macon County for the various needs that are trying to be met through these proposals nor has it provided the financial information that verifies the County’s ability to afford the ongoing maintenance and depreciation costs of the proposed facilities. The decision to do so leaves the voters in a vacuum as they try to assess the value of each proposal to themselves and their immediate community. The net effect diminishes the Commission’s initiatives to keep pace with the growth of the County and adversely impacts the community as a whole.

Dotson:
Each of the bond referendums are of great importance to all the citizens of Macon County, not just to the ones who live inside the city limits of Highlands and Franklin. I do not feel that any particular one of them carries more weight than the other, simply different tax burdens.

The largest by far, at over $42 million, is the school bond issue. Macon County needs good schools and facilities and all our children deserve the best education they can get – politics aside.

It is at times like these that everyone in the county should open their eyes to the inequalities of this referendum and let’s try to level the playing field.

Highlands and Nantahala are the fastest growing areas of our county but they are always the last to receive even a prorated share of our tax money. So now we need to raise MORE?

It’s time we stopped playing politics with our kids’ education, and let’s not leave them with an additional tax burden for the next 30 years.

March:
I am not in favor of the bond referendum in its current form. I think it should be written with more input from the Highlands area.

Rogers:
I feel that the most important aspect of the bond referendum is the final cost to the taxpayers. We need to be sure that the expenditure totals are accurate before any decisions are made.

The way I see it, what happens when you have money borrowed, (approximately $64 million), and interest to payback in 30 years, and something happens within 15-20 years? Will it be the same problem again?

“...faces on Nov. 6 at the polls!”

This is YOUR community, and November 6 is YOUR chance to have a voice in its future!

It’s time for a change!

IMPORTANT ISSUES:

✔ Wise use of taxpayers’ money
✔ ETJ
✔ Sewer improvements
✔ The new Town Hall Complex
✔ Public input at Town Board meetings

VOTE for Larry Rogers Town Board Commissioner!

(Paid for and authorized by friends of Larry Rogers)
We sell Boxes

Climate-controlled Self Storage at Highlands Storage Village
Come see how pleasant a visit to your storage facility can be!
• Independent temperature and humidity controls
• Gated access with keypad access
• Digital Video Surveillance • Carpeted units
• Covered portico loading area
• Various sizes – 5’x5’ to 10’x20’
10% discount to first 50 renters • 526-4555
2821 Cashiers road (2.5 miles east of Main between Flat Mtn. & Buck Creek)

Re-elect Commissioner Alan Marsh
I have had a home in Highlands for 38 years. I am the only senior citizen on the Town Board and have attended Town Board and Planning Board meetings for 25 years. I have the time and experience to continue being an effective commissioner. I am a board member of the Highlands Historical Society, a board member of the Highlands Land Trust, a Trustee of the Highlands Methodist Church, a member of the Upper Cullasaja Watershed Association, Highlands Audubon Society and the Rotary Club of Highlands.

In the last 8 years, before I was elected to the Town Board, I served on the town’s Land Use Plan Committee and the Planning Board. I am now serving my 4th year on the Macon County Planning Board.

I want to be re-elected so I can continue the projects that the board has started such as:

Storm Water Control. The town just received the new flood plain maps which show that parts of the town are in the flood plain. The town asked McGill Engineering to develop a Master Storm Water Control Plan for Highlands. McGill estimates the cost to be up to $12 million. We need to start on this as soon as possible with money from the Clean Water Trust Fund.

Harris Lake Sewer Project. We have budgeted more than $1 million to complete this project.

Sidewalks in residential areas. We did complete the sidewalk on 5th from Main to Chestnut streets. Very soon Chestnut will be repaved and sidewalks added. Sidewalks are one of my pet projects.

I believe density is a big concern to the town. If the population doubles, will we have enough water to take care of everyone? If droughts continue, will we be able to supply water to our present population?

Re-elect Alan Marsh to the Town Board
Paid for my Alan Marsh

Coach praises girls and team

It’s been a great year for the Highlands Varsity Volleyball Team. We had our ups and downs during the season but for being such a young team these girls did an outstanding job. They really came together as a team and they never gave up; no matter how tough the opponent, what the score, or how long the match went they played to the end.

Consequently, there were some very exciting and emotionally charged last minute wins! As a coach it has been a privilege to work with this very talented, dedicated and “coachable” group of girls. I am very excited about coaching this team over the next few years as they continue to mature and hone their skills individually and as a squad.

- Kyle McKim

... BALLOT continued from page 7

er Road dubbed the “Recplex” including a gym, swimming pool, waterpark, walking track, fitness areas and racquetball courts for $6,271,165; at South Macon School ball fields, concessions and restrooms for $1,1 million; at North Macon School ball fields, concessions and restrooms for $745,965; expansion of Zachary Field on Buck Creek Road for $700,000; and at Nantahala an indoor recreation with library space for $73,870.

Library Bond Referendum:
Shall the order authorizing not exceeding $3,000,000 LIBRARY BONDS for the purpose of providing funds, together with any other available funds, for acquiring, constructing, expanding and renovating library building and other library facilities both fixed and mobile including but not limited to expansion of the Hudson Library facilities in Highlands and the acquisition of related land, rights of way and equipment.

For future expansion of the Highlands Library be approved? Yes or No?

Concerning the Malt and Mixed Beverage referendums:
To permit the “on-premises” sale of malt beverages by class A hotels, motels and restaurants only; and to permit “off-premises” sales by other permittees. For or Against? Also, to permit the sale of mixed beverages in hotels, restaurants, private clubs, community theaters, and convention centers. For or Against?

There are three seats open on the Highlands Town Board with candidates Larry Brannan, Dennis DeWolf, John (Buz) Dotsen, Gary Drake, Alan Marsh and Larry Rogers on the ballot. See the candidates Q&A on page 13.

Concerning the Levy of Land Transfer Tax Referendum, Real property transfer tax at the rate of up to four-tenths (0.4%) of value or consideration. For or Against. For more on the Land Transfer Tax see Forum on page 2.

It all comes down to money and that’s what people are most concerned about.

Regardless of how many questions get the “yes” vote all of the bond issuances must be issued within seven years.

“The Macon County Commission will prioritize the projects, but it’s likely the 5-6 school and East Franklin School will come first,” said Greenwood. “After that, possibly the Recplex.”

He said it’s very difficult to predict the exact cost to the tax rate at this point because no one knows which, if any of the bond issuances will pass. “Also, we’ve estimated high using a percentage rate of 5.5% but the Feds lowered the interest rate ½ point and it was decreased another ½ on Oct. 31,” he said.

Whatever passes, the first batch of bonds will be sold February 2008 with the first payment to begin with fiscal year 2008-2009.

Using the Public Building bond of $6.5 million as an example, Greenwood said the first payment will add two-tenths of a cent to the current tax rate, with the second payment — the highest in the succession of payments — adding six-tenths of a cent to the current tax rate.

“Themount will change each year and will decline as the principal is paid back,” he said. “The payment percentage is computed on a declining principal basis.”

... BALLOT continued from page 7
everything is – the baggage pick-up, the taxi stand. I'm like an old war horse hearing parade music. My ears pick up; my nostrils flair. I can do this! Jumping into taxis, chatting with the drivers, working out the trip - it's all second nature to me. Sing it, Billy Joel. "I'm in a New York State of Mind!"

I found us a wonderful hotel just three blocks from my old apartment on East 52nd Street. It's strange going back to your old neighborhood. Some things are just the same as you remembered, while others are completely different. There's no explanation for why it's so. Always a dedicated foodie, I used to lead a charmed life. Within a two-block radius, there was Simchick, the butcher, Ideal Cheese, Piscane Seafood, and across the street and up a block, Columbus Bakery. Simchick has moved a few blocks uptown, while there is a gaping hole where Columbus Bakery used to be. Soul-less high rises are taking over from row houses and charming little shops.

Some things never seem to change, however. I get a big hug from the Italian doorman at the corner of East 52nd Street, who remembers years of friendly chats. Sheryl, the checkout lady at the Food Emporium, is still there. The Norwegian Church is as welcoming as ever, and we pick up a few bars of Norwegian chocolate from their little food store. Gérard welcomes us and ushers us to our table at La Mangeoire, at the corner of Second Avenue and East 53rd, where the coq au vin and chocolate mouse are still to die for. I'm beginning to feel like I never left.

John and I round the corner of East 52nd, and go into Clancy's, my favorite neighborhood pub. Robbie, the world's best and nicest bartender, greets us warmly. He looks at me long and hard, then says, "That's a whiskey sour with Jameson's, right?" This fulfills a childhood fantasy I used to have, of walking into a fancy restaurant, and being ushered to my special table. The waiter gives me a knowing smile, and smoothly coos, "The usual, Madame?" OK, it's not exactly the way I remembered it in my dream, but it's still impressive.

Fortunately, Clancy's is also the preferred watering hole of my former place of employment, and two of my old colleagues, Freddy and Richard, soon show up. We talk about the office, and soccer, and what it's been like to move to North Carolina. It's funny how some conversations never seem to end, and can be picked up seamlessly a year later.

The rest of the time just flies. We breakfast with my delightful friends, Barbara and her husband Dan, at Madison's, a great deli. Unable to find a local shoe repair place in the Highlands area, we lug John's shoes to New York, where George, the Greek cobbler, was able to fix them. I did a lightning visit to my old office and visited with my dear friend Chris, and then the personnel department for a few odds and ends. Back downstairs, we go to Godiva Chocolates to get treats for the cat sitters. Later that evening, John's Yalies turn out to be an interesting and pleasant bunch, not at all the aging snobs with trophy wives I'd feared they'd be.

Then, as suddenly as it began, the trip was over. We wing our way back to Atlanta, roll our suitcases back to our car, and drive home. That last bit of road up the mountain seems particularly sweet. We open the door, and are greeted to a chorus of happy meows. As quickly as we can, we are upstairs in bed, tucked in snugly, with two purring felines.

John had feared I'd get back to New York, and "go native" - that I'd be so happy to be back that I'd regret giving it up all, and moving to Highlands. I don't. It would be nice to visit New York more often, for an occasional "Big City Fix," but now I'm sure of one thing. I know where home is.

About the Author: Michelle A. Mead is a writer and translator who grew up in Waynesboro, Virginia, before wasting her youth and good looks in Baltimore, Sydney, Paris, and New York. Michelle is a member of the Highlands Writers Group. She makes her home in a hundred year old farmhouse with two very spoiled cats, and an equally spoiled lawyer.
Environmental science college students in Highlands for a field semester

Youth sighting in Highlands: A gang of very savvy college students have taken over the Highlands Biological Station, both to advance their education in environmental science and to give back a bit to the communities they’re visiting this fall semester.

The program – now in its sixth year of operation at the Highlands field site – brings the students here under the University of North Carolina’s Institute for the Environment. Of the 11 students here this year, 10 are from the UNC-Chapel Hill campus, and one is from Western Carolina University.

Besides carrying a full course load in GIS (Geographic Information Systems), Southern Appalachian Land Use History, Biogeography, Conservation Biology, and Biodiversity Studies, and a group research project, the students also do internships with local conservation and land use agencies. They will volunteer with organizations that range from non-profits to governmental organizations. They will produce scientific papers, both for publication and for use by localities throughout Western North Carolina, and many also take part in advocacy and public outreach in and around the Highlands Plateau. Their research topics range from organismal biology and ecology to environmental policy, sustainable energy, and even land use history.

“The students are very committed and hardworking,” says Dr. Anya Hinkle, associate director of the Highlands Biological Station, and one of students’ professors this year. The other main professors for the semester-long field course include the Station’s executive director Dr. James Costa, also a faculty member at Western Carolina University, and Dr. Gary Wein, executive director of the Highlands-Cashiers Land Trust.

“I’ve been really impressed with their broad interest in the southern Appalachian region,” said Hinkle. “They are creative and appreciate the integrative nature of the course. Many will certainly continue in science and environmental advocacy, and this course is a chance for them to see and experience these fields outside of a classroom.”

The students arrived in Highlands the week of August 27-31 and were quickly put to the task of getting to know their environment with 3 day hiking trip on Appalachian Trail followed by a rafting trip down the wild and scenic Chattooga River.

More recently, they took a canoe trip down the Little Tennessee River to visit the Cowee Mound and view the valley containing evidence of Cherokee and pre-Cherokee cultures. Other field trips are planned, including to the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.

“The Highlands Plateau and environs comprise a living laboratory ideal for student research,” Hinkle commented. “Although we present ideas in the classroom, we strongly emphasize an experiential approach to learning about cultural heritage, biodiversity, conservation, and policy. Scarcely a day goes by that we are not in the field doing something.”

• Katy Betz, Highlands, NC, working with Paul Carlson of the Land Trust for the Little Tennessee. The project is focused on a section of land near Robbinsville along Yellow Creek with purported historical use by the Cherokee and British. She will collect historical information to summarize what is known about pre-contact use of the area by Cherokee, as well as historic use by the British and others. In addition, she will use GIS to map an existing trail through the area and make interpretations in light of its people.

• See SCIENCE page 18
We are rapidly approaching the elections next Tuesday. Since this is not a national election day for us, traditionally the turnout is low.

In fact, every year we have Board of Commissioner elections and Mayoral elections in Highlands, it is a so called off year and the turnout is low. That should not be so.

The decisions that affect us individually the most are made by our locally elected officials and these elections should be a priority for our citizens.

In addition to commissioners, this year we also have several very important issues which are on the ballot — the bond issues and liquor by the drink. I have not taken an official position on any of these issues but you can bet I will be at the civic center the first Tuesday in November to cast my vote in the privacy of the voting booth. That is a freedom in which we should all take pride, and I hope everyone will get out on that day and vote to exercise their rights as free citizens of this country.

I never ceased to be amazed at the talent we have in this town in the performing arts. Last week my wife and I went to the performance at the Performing Arts Center of the play “Raindrop Waltz” which was put on by the Highlands Community Players. And once again we were blown away by the quality of acting on that stage by this talented group of individuals. The last performance of this particular play was last weekend. This wonderful little play by playwright Gary Carden who himself played the town drunk was wonderful. His opening monologue was a work of art in its own right. Although you may have missed this performance, I would highly recommend that you not miss any future plays of this fine troop of actors.

Last Sunday afternoon we once again were honored by a free performance from the Music Department of Western Carolina University as three talented musicians put on “A Faculty Showcase Concert” which this time featured piano, clarinet and saxophone. It was held at the Presbyterian Church. These musicians had been spectacular in previous performances which are held there, and they did not disappoint us this time. I know you will not want to miss future events of these fine faculty members who always put on such a professional concert. We are privileged to have such talented individuals close by who enjoy performing for the people of Highlands.

We were glad to get confirmation from our auditor last week what we already knew. The town of Highlands is in good financial shape. Our Town assets exceed our liabilities by over $30 million. We have no debt, and this Board and administration has been fiscally responsible in maintaining our good rating. Your town staff is outstanding and very efficient in what they do. The Town of Highlands has reason to be proud as we look to the future with hope and optimism.

2007 has been a long year without a Planning and Zoning Manager. We have interviewed many people and this week we have continued this process. Let us hope that we are close to finding someone in the near future. However, we have come close before and been disappointed. Let us all hope and pray that soon we will have an important announcement to make regarding the replacement of an important individual in our town government.
of historical data.

- Brian Levo, Chapel Hill. Working with mentor Hillirie Quin on developing ordinances relevant to establishing the first loop of the Highlands Greenway, using GPS and GIS technologies to develop, and post on the Internet, a master Greenway map.
- Brian Houseman, Whiteville. Working with Dr. Gary Wein of the Highlands-Cashiers Land Trust to develop guidelines for development and potential conservation. This evaluation will also be extended to Macon County.
- Andrea Martin, Huntersville. Working with Dr. Brian Kloeppe and at the Coweta Hydrologic Laboratory, to investigate the effects of soil temperature and plant species from the death of native hemlocks.
- Sandy Skolochenko, Valdese. Also working at the Coweta laboratory with Dr. Barry Clinton, and fellow student Andrea Martin, on the results of hemlock mortality on plants, soil temperature and moisture, and light intensity.
- Jason Baker, Weaverville. Working with the Balsam Mountain Trust on the restoration of Sugar Loaf Creek following a dam break several months ago, and the development of protocols to respond to similar events.
- Anna Vandenberghe, Breard. Working with Timm Muth at the Jackson County Green Energy Park on the preliminary research for a possible Anaerobic Digester system to supplement their supply of methane.
- Katie Supler, Raleigh. Working with Brent Martin of The Wilderness Society. She is doing a case study of the Botler Peak Roadless Area to determine if it still qualifies as roadless since the last forest service road atlas was created. This information will be important as the Nantahalah and Pisgah National Forest Service Management Plans come under review and roadless areas are up for consideration as wilderness areas.
- Sally Whisler, Raleigh. Working with Tom Goforth from Crow Dog Nursery to investigate possible development of hybrids in the fern genus Dryopteris along the Blue Ridge Parkway.
- Melissa Burt, Wake Forest, NC. Working with Patrick Brannon at the Highlands Nature Center. I’m studying the vertical distribution of small mammal populations (specifically shrews) and the effect of roadside trash on these populations. Our field work consists of collecting bottles along the roadsides and checking inside for shrew mortality as indicated by remains.
- Matt Whitehead, Asheville, working with Richard Betz and Matt Shuler of the Town of Highlands, locating, classifying, and mapping perennial streams to be approved and placed on a zoning map.

... SCIENCE continued from page 16
foot the cost of paving the roads, and DOT was ready to do so, but said it would have to be done at state standards.

When residents on the state-owned roads learned that the roads would be widened to DOT standards, they protested. This prompted Mayor Don Mullen and the board to investigate other ways to both get the roads paved and have someone other than the town or DOT pay for it. The estimated cost is $266,925 — $96,900 for Hickory Hill, $35,900 for Chowan Drive, and $134,125 for Cullasaja Drive.

In a letter to Senator Marc Basnight, president pro tempore, Senator John Snow and Representative Roger West requested “discretionary transportation funds” for the preparation and paving of Hickory Hill Road, Chowan Drive and Cullasaja Road. “We have inspected these roads with Wesley Grindstaff of the DOT and we believe it is necessary to pave them as soon as possible. These three unpaved roads are a major source of siltation and stormwater run-off in Lake Sequoyah, the town’s only source of drinking water, and Mirror Lake which feeds Lake Sequoyah,” reads the letter.

The 150-acre Lake Sequoyah is a Class I reservoir and the town draws water from two water intakes in the Big Creek Arm. Currently, both Chowan Drive and Hickory Hill Road contribute heavily to siltation in Big Creek. Cullasaja Drive is a major source of siltation in Mirror Lake, as is development outside the town limits, said Betz in his initial letter to Senator Snow about the issue.

He said the town has had to remove silt and debris from around both intakes and has replaced its pumps at a very significant cost. In addition to mechanical problems at the intakes, Betz said that the silt-laden arm of the lake has affected the quantity and quality of Highlands water. “Due to the level of silt in the lake, it doesn’t take much of a rain-event to raise the raw water turbidity level above 15 NTUs with the current maximum allowed at 0.5 NTUs,” wrote Betz. When the turbidity level rises to 15 NTUs the plant must shut down and if that occurs over a period of time greater than the town’s storage time the

- See SNOW page 34
Taxpayers’ Alert!!!

There are two items on the Nov. 6 ballot we urge you to say “NO” to.

We encourage Highlands voters to VOTE AGAINST the $64 million bond referendum being proposed during the Nov. 6 election.

This proposal contains very little for the people of Highlands. Even though we are paying almost 50% of the ad valorem taxes in Macon County, we will receive less than 8% of the bond issue.

These bonds will be sold for 30 years with millions of dollars in interest paid by Macon County taxpayers and will be passed on to future generations of taxpayers.

Please VOTE “NO” on the bond issue for Nov. 6

Also:

We encourage Highlands voters to VOTE AGAINST the real estate transfer tax. This tax will impact Highlands more than any other part of Macon County. Again, Highlands taxpayers will be asked to pay a disproportionate share of the taxes, with most of the money staying in Franklin.

Please VOTE “NO” on Nov. 6

Paid for by the Macon County Taxpayers’ Association.

---

... TRANSFER TAX continued from page 2

- Property sold for $100,000
  0.4% x $100,000 = $400 LT
- Property sold for $250,000
  0.4% x $250,000 = $1,000 LT
- Property sold for $500,000
  0.4% x $500,000 = $2,000 LT

What is Subject to a Land Transfer Tax?
- Traditional real estate sales
- Exchanges of real property for money or other property
- Timber deeds and contracts for the sale of standing timber

What is excluded from the Land Transfer Tax?
- Real property transfers exempted from excise taxes under Sections 105-228.28 of the N.C. General Statutes which includes transfers:
  - By operation of law
  - By lease for term of years
  - By or pursuant to the provisions of a will
  - By gift
  - By merger, conversion or consolidation
  - By an instrument securing indebtedness
  - If no consideration in property or money is due or paid by transferee to transferor
  - By a governmental unit or an instrumentality of a government unit

Potential New Revenues Generated Over 5 years
- 2007-08 $1.15 million
- 2008-09 $2.4 million
- 2009-10 $2.64 million
- 2010-11 $2.9 million
- 2011-12 $3.2 million

How would revenues be used?
The Macon County Board of Commissioners has committed to using land transfer revenues for capital facility expense with a priority for school capital outlay. In this fast growing county, a land transfer tax will go a long way toward paying the debt on bonds and limiting property tax increases.

Background information
- Seven coastal counties have had the authority to levy a 1% land transfer tax since 1990.
- Counties have been asking the General Assembly for several years to have the same opportunity for voters to approve other revenue options.
- Until this year, the General Assembly had not extended this authority to any other counties.
- The new legislation provided for a 0.4% tax, not the full 1% land transfer tax, to be approved by voters.

Voters’ Choice on the Ballot
- Real property transfer tax at the rate of up to 0.4% of value or consideration.
- The voters of Macon County have the opportunity to choose whether the county will have another option for paying for school construction and renovation.

- MC Commission

Freeman Gas
Freeman Gas was established in 1936 and is still owned by the same family. If you want to do business with local people call Manager Stan Hummel.

Come See Our New Office!
- Under Ground Tanks Available • Installation • Service • Entire House Gas Piping • Burning Displays • Gas Logs & Hearth Products

Freeman Gas
The Freeman Center
Dillard Hwy 526-0040
Hospital's mammography program achieves reaccreditation

The mammography program at Highlands-Cashiers Hospital has again been awarded three-year accreditation by the American College of Radiology.

The hospital’s program has been accredited since the early 1990s, even before passage of the Mammography Quality Standards Act, which charges the FDA with maintaining certain mammography standards throughout the country.

“Our history of attaining accreditation, which goes back more than 15 years, is indicative of the hospital’s continuing commitment to maintain high standards for all its services, and to providing quality patient care” observed Ken Shull, President and CEO of Highlands-Cashiers Hospital. “It’s also a tribute to the commitment of the people in our communities who have supported the hospital and helped provide the equipment and technology needed to maintain those high standards.”

In fact, the Highlands-Cashiers Hospital Foundation is currently looking to raise approximately $120,000 to bring computer-aided technology to its mammography program. Most of the rest of the radiology department’s technology is already in the digital age.

The American College of Radiology, headquartered in Reston, VA, awards accreditation to facilities for the achievement of high practice standards after a peer review evaluation of the facility. Evaluations are conducted by board-certified physicians and medical physicists who are experts in the field. They assess the qualifications of the personnel and the adequacy of each facility’s equipment. Surveys report their findings to the College’s Committee on Accreditation, which subsequently provides a comprehensive report, and awards accreditation to those facilities that meet the criteria. ACR certificates of accreditation give assurance that staff and equipment have passed the ACR’s rigorous evaluation.

Mammography is routinely used to screen healthy women for signs of breast cancer, or as follow-up on earlier findings of symptoms of breast disease. Mammography is important because it can detect cancers before they can be felt by self examination. Yearly mammograms are recommended for women age 40 and over, and for other women who are deemed by their physicians to be at unusually high risk for breast cancer.

The American College of Radiology is a national organization serving more than 32,000 diagnostic and interventional radiologists, radiation oncologists and nuclear medical physicists with programs focusing on the practice of medical imaging and radiation oncology and the delivery of comprehensive health care services.

Brass bells stolen from HUMC

Last week two brass bells – an F sharp and F7 were stolen off the table in the sanctuary of the Highlands United Methodist Church.

The bell choir had prepared for Sunday’s recital by arranging the bells on tables in front of the sanctuary. Sometime between Thursday evening and Sunday morning the bells were taken.

Luckily, a church in Franklin lent two bells to HUMC for the performance. Meanwhile, it will cost the church somewhere in the realm of $500 to replace them.

Typically, bells are sold in sets so it costs quite a bit to replace just one or two.

Anyone with information about this is encouraged to contact the Highlands Police Department or the Highlands United Methodist Church.

Remember to turn your clocks back Sunday and vote on Tuesday!
COUNTRY CLUB PROPERTIES
Wright Square 828-526-2520 • www.cephighlandscnc.com

MIRROR LAKE - This darling Mirror Lake cottage is on more than a 1/2 acre of wooded land, walk to the lake and to town. It has a large covered porch and lots of old Highlands charm. On city sewer and ready to move in. This is what everyone wants when they come to the mountains. Two bed, 1 bath. Offered at $395,000. Call Dan Chapman at 342-6640. MLS# 62560

BIG BEAR PEN - This is what everybody wants when they come to the mountains. Close to town in the woods, charming and comfortable. Three bedrooms with fireplace in master bedroom. Two baths. Owner wants to sell. Offered at $595,000. Call Dan Chapman at 342-6640. MLS#63260.

ON APPLE LAKE - Two levels of gracious mountain living with main floor kitchen, great room with dining and stone fireplace, master bedroom and bath, one guest room and wrap-around deck. Lower level bedroom and bath, party area and workshop lead to expansive decks that lead to lake. Beautiful landscaping and natural growth and garden area. House and one lot offered at $895,000 or house and 2.16 acres for $1,200,000. Call Pam Taylor at 342-6988 or 526-9027. MLS#60752.

VACANT LAND - OFFERED AT: $595,000 Gorgeous 4.12 acres +/- off Shortoff Road and Norton Ridge, with Norton Creek running through it and an island picnic area! 5 bedroom septic permit and well in place — this property is ready for you to build your dream mountain home on. Only 6 estate parcels in Norton Ridge, with 2 luxury homes already built and occupied. Call Pam Taylor at 342-6988 or 526-9027. MLS#6B30.

BEAR'S DEN - This former lodge has a beautiful view of the mountains and Whiteside with 7 bedrooms and baths, it can be a great retreat or family compound. Offering a huge great room with stone fireplace and commercial-sized kitchen. The nearly 9-acres backs up to forest service property and is private and secluded. It also has a tennis court. $1.2 million. MLS#60752

GRAND MOUNTAIN VIEW - This masterpiece is complete and ready for its new owners. Outstanding floor plan and magnificent, unobstructed year-round view of Cashiers' Valley and Devil's Court. Quality finishes throughout and thoughtful upgrades. $2,399,000. Call Rick Joiner at 200-9214 or 526-2592. MLS#60795.

WALK TO HARRIS LAKE DOWNTOWN - This is a completely updated 4 bed, 3 bath home. The open floor plan offers Old Highlands charm with a gracious outdoor family room. Two master suites and children's room with bunk beds. Two massive stone fireplaces, cypress and slate flooring and lovely finishes. Offered at $899,000. Call Pam Taylor at 342-6988 or 526-9027.MLS#59837.

SEQUOYAH LAKEFRONT PROPERTY - Over 450 feet of lakefront property on beautiful Lake Sequoyah. This 2.33 +/- acre lot has spectacular views, paved access with access to city water and sewer. Minutes from downtown. $995,000. Call Rick Joiner at 200-9214 or 526-2592. MLS#62354.

Call Dan Chapman at 342-6640  Call Pam Taylor at 342-6988 or 526-9027  Call Rick Joiner at 200-9214 or 526-2592
Hospital Board Chairman Bud Smith (right) welcomes new members George Maloney (left) and Bill Nellis (center).

**H-C Hospital Board adds two new faces, keeps same officers**

Highlands-Cashiers Hospital has two new additions to its Board of Directors. Highlands developer William R. “Bill” Nellis and retired executive George T. Maloney, of Highlands and Stuart, Fl, have begun serving new three-year terms on the hospital board.

Thursday’s regular monthly meeting was their first as full members, but the two got a head start on their responsibilities, attending last month’s meeting as observers and subsequently participating in a number of committee meetings.

The two were elected to the board back in August. At that meeting the board also reappointed Bud Smith, of Cashiers, and Griffin B. Bell, Jr., of Highlands, for three more years. Smith has served on the board since 2003 – including serving the last two years as chairman. Bell served out the final year of an unexpired term; this will be his first full, three-year term.

Nellis and Maloney replace out-going board members Tony Potts of Highlands and Rick Robson of Cashiers, whose terms had expired.

And although not a new face, Dr. Robert T. Buchanan, is now a voting member of the board by virtue of his position as chief of the hospital’s Medical Staff. As vice chief, Buchanan has attended board meetings for the past year, but as a non-voting member. New Vice Chief of Staff Carl Curtis, MD will now fill that ex-officio position.

Also a familiar face on the board from the past is William A. “Bill” Gaston, of Highlands and Spartanburg, SC, who joins the board again as the voting representative of the Highlands-Cashiers Hospital Foundation Board. Gaston, who has served as chairman of the Foundation Board on four previous occasions, became chairman again on Oct. 1, replacing outgoing Chairperson Cassandra Manley, of Cashiers and Houston, TX.

In other changes, several non-members have also been invited to provide input to various board committees. Although no longer a board member, Potts will continue to serve on the Finance Committee, and Robson will continue as a member of the Program and Facilities Committee (formerly the Planning Committee). The board also named Earle Mauldin, chairman of the annual Bob Jones Golf Tournament at Highlands Country Club, to serve on the Finance Committee.

While there will be a mixture of new and familiar faces on the board for the coming year, members chose to keep the same slate of the officers. Smith remains chairman, Board Vice Chairman Donald C. Mullen, MD, of Highlands, and Secretary Brenda Stewart, of Cashiers, will also stay in their leadership posts.

A native of New York, Nellis graduated from the University of South Florida with a bachelor’s degree in finance. He came to Highlands seven years ago from Atlanta, where he developed commercial real estate. Since arriving in Highlands he has focused on residential development, including the Cotswolds (in Webmont), Village Walk, Bear Foot on Flat Mountain, Old Highlands Park (currently under construction), and High Meadows (in Cashiers). His company, Nellis Communities, is also about to begin another development, The Birches at Wildcat Cliffs between Highlands and Cashiers.

He is a member of the Macon County Watershed Council and the Mayor’s Task Force for Affordable Housing in Highlands. His hobbies include golf and landscaping.

Maloney spent more than 30 years with the international medical device manufacturing firm of C.R. Bard, Inc., headquartered...
Carolina Eyes has all the latest eye fashions you're looking for — an extensive selection of reading glasses, original hand-painted frames for prescription lenses and for the fashion forward "W ay out of the Box" designer frames.

Looking for sunglasses? They have the very big to the more demure; even sunglasses for the golf fanatic.

Offering full service eye-care including exams and prescriptions with Independent Doctor of Optometry Dr. Ronald Campbell and adjustments and repairs in house.

For fun chic eyewear it’s Carolina Eyes

141 Main Street in Wright Square
Call 787-2020

Gross earns certification in physician practice management

Lori Gross, physician practice manager for Highlands-Cashiers Hospital, recently earned the designation of Certified Medical Practice Manager (CMPM) by attending the DoctorsManagement School of Medical Practice Manager’s Certificate Program.

The course of study demands a 12-month commitment and focuses on giving participants the knowledge needed to position physician practices to survive and prosper in an ever-changing health care industry. Participants are exposed to 40 hours of instruction, discussion, and interactive participation. The courses were conducted in Knoxville, TN.

"With the frequent changes that occur almost every day in reimbursement, licensing requirements, and federal and state regulations covering health care providers, it’s extremely important that our staff is up to date in all of the areas that affect running physician practices," said hospital CEO and President Ken Shull. "Continuing education is no longer a luxury in health care; it's a necessity. Successfully completing this course shows that Ms. Gross, like all of our staff, is committed to attaining the highest professional standards in the health care field."

Ms. Gross oversees four physician practices that are owned by the hospital, and also acts as building manager for the hospital’s four medical office buildings (two in Highlands, one in Cashiers and one in Dillard, GA).

... BOARD continued from page 23

in Murray Hill, NJ, rising from the position of salesman to become chairman and CEO of the company prior to his retirement in the mid 1990s. He has also served on the boards of several other publicly held companies, including Electro-Nucleonics, Inc., Summit Bancorporation and Electro-Biology, Inc.

A native of Philadelphia, PA, he graduated from Siena College in Loudonville, NY, with a bachelor's degree in economics. He is also a graduate of Harvard University's Advance Management Program, and served in the US Army as a 1st Lieutenant of artillery in Korea. During his long career with C.R. Bard, Inc., he was active in civic affairs, serving on a number of boards of various organizations, including as a trustee of his alma mater, Siena College, and on the board of trustees of Overlook Hospital, and Atlantic Health Systems. He was also a trustee for the Hemophilia Association of New Jersey, and was awarded that organization's Humanitarian Award in 1988. The National University of Ireland awarded him an Honorary Doctorate of Laws Degree in 1993.

He and his wife Sally moved to High- lands in 1999. Since he has been in High- lands, he has served on the board of the Highlands Community Foundation and continues to play an active role in Our Lady of the Mountains Catholic Church, where he is on the church council and a lector as well as a Eucharistic minister.
Seeds of reality

Rev. Brian Sullivan
Episcopal Church of the Incarnation

Our lives are surrounded by reality, the trees turning bright colors, the children on the Main Street for Halloween, the friends next door, and the extended family visiting for the holidays. Then there is the reality we read in the newspaper, the ideas exchanged by political parties, our houses filled with things, and the investments we make for the future. While all these lists are real, there is one list that contains a reality goes to the base of our very essence. It is the one based on love. It is found in creation, relationships, and family.

Love is the thing that contains an eternal, primary, and significant source of reality. The other “realities” are simply temporal, secondary, and trivial.

The word love may bring to mind feelings or pie-in-the-sky ideas. But look at the two lists: creation, family, and friends were all created out of love. Creation exists because of the love of our Creator. Our families exist because of the love we had for our spouse. Friends exist because of the love we have for others.

When we focus ourselves on love, suddenly things begin to come into focus. Love is the reality that connects everything that exists. Love is what brings us together, makes us realize we are all connected. Love gives us a foundation to build our lives.

All of us hold this seed of love. It was there from the beginning. The seed of love can be watered, fed and tended. It is where the beauty of humanity builds openness, forgiveness, kindness, gentleness and peace.

Given free will, we have a choice about which seeds to feed, water and tend. If you choose to cultivate the reality of love, I suggest surrounding yourself with friends who exemplify this reality, find a place to learn how to connect to the source of this reality, and read about the reality of love.

I am sure many of you have heard about the one person who best exemplified this reality. He taught against making love into a religion with authorities and religious prescriptions. He taught us to look for love in its simplest form. His very presence brought the purest form of love to others, literally healing them from illness. He spent time with the oppressed, the sick, the downtrodden, even those living in the opposite reality of love. He made friends everywhere he went. He even gave those friends the greatest gift one can give another friend, his life. It was this ultimate gift, which made love a reality to the world. Thus he turned fiction into reality, or as you may have heard it: he turned death into life.

See SPIRITUALLY page 11
**Best of The Bunch**
In the Dillard Road Village Shopping Center with easy parking!
526-0490

![Vase and sculptures](image)

So much more than just flowers... Featuring One-of-a-Kind, Art-Crafted pieces.

---

**Fall Golf League starts in November! Sign up now.**

**RAINY DAY GOLF ETC**

468 Carolina Way • Highlands • 526-9292

---

**HOSPITAL NEWS**

The house, located at 424 Big Bearpen Road, is a two-story log cabin built around 1925 by Joe Webb for Rucker L. Ragland.

**HHS selects Christmas Showhouse**

The Highlands Historical Society has just announced its selection of an historic home for use as its 2007 Christmas Showhouse. The house, located at 424 Big Bearpen Road, is a two-story log cabin built around 1925 by Joe Webb for Rucker L. Ragland. The home, now owned by Tom and Vicki Chambers, sits on a large wooded lot that still boasts the spring that once provided drinking water and cooling for food as was the custom of the time. Some of the furniture in the house was also crafted by Joe Webb and his stepson, Furman Vinson.

The Christmas Showhouse will be open to visitors from 1-5 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday, December 1 and 2. The Historical Society hopes that all Highlanders and their visitors will view the Christmas Parade, then go to the Civic Center on N. 4th Street to be shuttled to the Showhouse. Highlands merchants and individuals are busy now planning Christmas decorations that are appropriate for this country home or any home in the mountains.

Tickets to the Christmas Showhouse are $15 each and will soon be available at Country Club Properties, Cyrano’s Bookshop and Macon Bank. All proceeds will benefit the work at the Highlands Historic Village, including the Museum and Archives, the Prince House and the Bug Hill Cottage.

---

**Summary of Combined October Meeting of the Highlands-Cashiers Board of Directors**

To keep the news media and the public better informed about Highlands-Cashiers Hospital, we are providing you with a summary of the more significant actions and discussion items coming before the hospital’s board of directors at its most recent meeting on Thursday, Oct. 25.

Board members began their October meeting with a brief field trip, touring the new Nuclear Medicine Suite in the hospital’s Radiology Department. Remodeling was completed earlier this month and technicians began installing and tuning up the nuclear medicine camera last week. Radiology Manager Laura Ammons and local cardiologist Carl M. Curtiss, MD, FACC, answered questions about the technology and what it will mean for area patients. Nuclear medicine technology is used to diagnose a number of ailments and diseases, particularly malfunctioning gallbladders and coronary artery disease. The state-of-the-art equipment is expected to be in operation by Nov 1.

Back in the board room following the tour, members heard a brief report from Dr. Jim Rothermel, chairman of the Physician Recruitment Committee, who said new general surgeon F. Augustus Dozier, MC, FACS, will begin his practice here on Monday, Nov. 5. The hospital continues to interview other general surgeons who could provide additional coverage in conjunction with Dr. Dozier. Several candidates have recently visited the hospital and some are

*See HOSPITAL NEWS page 27*
Chief Financial Officer Mike Daiken presented the financial report for September, which showed a slight loss before some one-time write-offs, mostly to clean up long-standing carryovers. Board members also approved the hospital capital budget for the 2007-08 year. That budget calls for spending up to $714,000 for equipment during the year ahead, more than half of it to replace the conventional x-ray and fluoroscopy unit in Radiology.

Program and Facilities Committee Chairman Julian Franklin told board members that the committee continues to look at possible ways the hospital could work with a town ad hoc housing committee on ways to address both the hospital’s and the community’s need for employee housing. The other major topic currently before the committee is the proposed new medical office building in Cashiers, he said. Architects are still in the process of developing the plans for that site, located on NC 107 North.

Vice President of Operations Frank Leslie presented a report from the Performance Improvement Committee evaluating the hospital’s performance in 22 areas of operations over a 21-month period. The hospital continually monitors both patient care, safety and other operational indicators, and systematically encourages projects to improve performance.

During his administrator’s report, President and CEO Ken Shull told the board that he is in the process of hopefully finalizing a contractual relationship with a new gastroenterologist, who could begin practice here by the first of the year.

Shull also presented a graph showing the level of support provided to the hospital by the Highlands-Cashiers Hospital Foundation over the past five years, as well as the amount being requested from the Foundation for the coming year. He pointed out that contributions from the Foundation for hospital operations has remained fairly consistent over the five-year period, even though the hospital has undergone some difficult financial times since it has been without general surgery and gastroenterology. Shull said operational deficits are not draining the Foundation as some critics have claimed. In fact, the Foundation’s assets have actually increased overall in the last two years. Combined contributions for both operations and capital needs have fluctuated greatly in the past five years, depending on whether major building projects were occurring. The hospital has not had to call on the Foundation for major capital support in the last two years.

Chief Bill Harrell, Highlands PD
**UPCOMING EVENTS**

**On-going**
- November auctions at Scudder’s Galleries Friday & Saturday at 8 p.m. Viewing from Mon.-Thurs. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 352 Main St.
- Live music every night at 7:30 p.m. and during brunch on Sunday at...on the Verandah restaurant.
- Nantahala Tennis Association: Meets Monday-Saturday, 9 a.m. -noon for Round Robin at Highlands Recreation Park. All levels of play welcome.
- Live music at Fressers in Helen’s Barn with Cy Timmons Wed-Sat 6 p.m. until.
- Hal Phillips at the piano at Skyline Lodge and Restaurant on Flat Mountain Road Fri. & Sat. at 6 p.m.
- Live music with Angie Jenkins, Friday and Saturday nights at Old Clayton Inn on Main Street in Clayton.
- NA open meeting every Saturday at 7:30 p.m. of the ACC Satellite Group at the Graves Community Church, 242 Hwy 107 N. in Cashiers. Call 888-764-0365 or go to the website: www.ncmana.org.
- Step Aerobics at the Rec Park, 4-5 p.m., Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays. $5 per class.
- Beginners Clogging class Tuesday, 6-7 p.m. at the Sapphire Valley Community Center. Come have lots of fun and exercise. Call 743-7663.
- At Health Tracks at Highlands-Cashiers Hospital, various exercise classes. Call Jeannete Fisher at 828-526-1FIT.
- The Circle of Life’s” support group continues at the Highlands-Cashiers Hospital at the Jane Woodward room 201. It is designed for anyone who has experienced the loss of a loved one. The group meets 10 a.m. until noon. For more information, call Barbara Buchanan at 526-1402 or Florence Flanagan at 743-2567.

**First Mondays**
- Foundry: Join your hospital by joining the Auxiliary of the Highlands-Cashiers Hospital. Auxiliary meetings are held the first Monday of each month at 10 a.m. at the hospital.
- Every Monday
  - Recreational Bridge 1 p.m. at the Rec Park. $3 per person.
- Every Tuesday
  - Highlands Rotary Club meets at noon at the Highlands Conference Center.
  - Weight Watchers meets at the Highlans Civic Center. Weigh-in is at 5:30. The meeting starts at 6 p.m.
- Open Studio Night Figure Drawing: Informal instruction available for beginners. Bring your sketch pad or paint box for a leisurely session of figure drawing/painting. Cost is $12, $10 for “Friends” of the Gallery.

**Every Wednesday**
- “The Bible Tells Me So” at 6:15 p.m. at the Highlands United Methodist Church. The assigned readings for each week are taken from the book, “The Bible Tells Me So: uses and abuses of Holy Scripture” by Jim Hill and Rand Cheadle. This book is currently out-of-print so copies of each reading assignment will be handed out each week. The study will meet in the Fellowship Hall — beginning promptly at 6:15 and will last approximately one hour.
- Highlands MountainTop Rotary Club meets at the Highlands Conference Center at 7:30 a.m.
- Men’s interdenominational Bible Study at 8:30 a.m. at First Baptist Church.

**Every Third Wednesday**
- Study sessions at the Universal Unitarian Fellowship Hall in Franklin. A $5 soup-supper will be served at 5:30 p.m. Study sessions will begin at 6:30 p.m. For more information call 828-524-6777 or 706-746-9964.

**Every Thursday**
- At Main Street Inn, Lisa Price piano and vocals in the wine bar 6-9 p.m.
- Al-Anon Meetings, noon in the First Presbyterian Church basement at Fifth & Main Street.
- Women’s Bible Study at 9:30 am - 11:45 am at Community Bible Church. Beth Moore’s Believing God. All women are invited.

**Every Saturday**
- Live music at Cyprus Restaurant in the Dillard Village Shopping Center at 9:30 p.m. $10 cover.
- Children’s classes ongoing at Bascom-Louise Gallery - cost is $5 per student.

**Every Friday**
- The Girls’ Clubhouse meets in the school cafeteria 3-4:30 p.m. All 6-8 grade girls are welcome. Come have fun while serving others. For more information, call Kim Lewicki 526-0782.

**HCP Auditions for ‘Lend Me a Tenor’**

Highlands Community Players will have open auditions for Lend Me a Tenor By Ken Ludwig.

Directed by Annette Coleman on Sunday, Dec. 2 from 2-6 p.m. and Monday, Dec. 3 from 5-9 p.m. at the Performing Arts Center, Chestnut Street, Highlands NC.

This clever comedy requires four women and three men ranging in age twenties to sixties. One man must sing. Rehearsals will begin on Monday Jan. 7, 2008. Performance dates are Feb. 28 & 29 and March 1 & 2 and March 7, 8, & 9, 2008.

Scripts are available at the Hudson Library in Highlands. For questions or more information please call: 828-526-5440.
STORMWATER continued from page 1

...The idea is that modifications will maximize flood storage capacities and reduce peak flow rates and flow velocities of stormwater runoff in the Mill Creek drainage basin.

The new stormwater ordinance...
### Various legislation passes in the House

**By Congressman Heath Shuler**

Last week the House of Representatives again took up legislation that would reauthorize the State Children’s Health Insurance Program. This compromise legislation, H.R. 3963, was put together by Senators Orrin Hatch (R-UT) and Charles Grassley (R-IA), along with Democrats and some House Republicans.

H.R. 3963 addressed many of the concerns that House Republicans had expressed during the debate of the previous SCHIP legislation, which President Bush had vetoed.

This compromise bill provides financial incentives only to states enrolling uninsured children who are eligible for Medicaid are enrolled in that program. Enrollment in SCHIP remained limited to children of families with an income below 300%.

The compromise SCHIP legislation also further strengthened provisions that prevent illegal immigrants from receiving benefits. Finally, H.R. 3963 phased out childless adults in the program over one year − faster than the original SCHIP legislation requirement of two years.

It is unacceptable and immoral that the greatest nation on the Earth has over 9 million children living without the healthcare they need. Ensuring that every American child is able to receive that care is an issue we will continue to fight for in this Congress.

The bill passed the House, again with strong bipartisan support, by a vote of 265-142.

Another bill that passed the House last week was H.R. 1483, which authorized the creation of nine new National Heritage Areas. National Heritage Areas (NHA) are areas with important natural, cultural, historic, scenic, and recreational values. The areas tell important stories about our Nation and help Americans fully understand our history.

In Western North Carolina, the Blue Ridge National Heritage Area is a perfect example of how important these areas are. Our NHA encompasses the Blue Ridge Parkway, the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, and the Qualla Boundary of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians. The NHA highlights our landscape, crafts, music, and Cherokee culture.

H.R. 1483 passed the House with tremendous bipartisan support, 291-122.

The House also passed H.R. 505, the Native Hawaiian Government Reorganization Act, with bipartisan support by a vote of 261 to 153.

H.R. 505 provides a process for the reorganization of a single Native Hawaiian government and reaffirms the special political and legal relationship between the United States and Native Hawaiians. The bill establishes a process to form a Native Hawaiian governing entity that could negotiate with the state and federal government on behalf of the indigenous people of Hawaii. Since the annexation of the Territory of Hawaii, Native Hawaiians, Hawaii’s indigenous peoples, have been treated by Congress in a manner similar to American Indians and Alaska Natives. This legislation codifies the Federal relationship with Native Hawaiians, as expressed in over 160 laws.

### Get flu shots Nov. 3 in Highlands

On Saturday, Nov. 3, the Macon County Public Health Center will be giving flu shots at the Highlands Civic Center from 9 a.m. to noon.

Individuals unable to wait in line may have someone wait in line for them and a nurse will take vaccine to their vehicle.

The vaccination clinics are for adults and children age 9 and older. Appointments are not needed for these clinics and vaccine will be given on a first come, first served basis.

The cost for the vaccine is $25. The health center will bill Medicare and Medicare replacements, BCBS, and Cresent, so bring your card for these.

Free vaccine for high-risk people will be given at a later date.

For more information about flu clinics, call the Macon County Public Health Center.
Free Classified Ads for items FOR SALE less than $1,000.
All other terms:
20 words for $5; $2 for each 10-word increment.
Email copy to:
highlandseditor@aol.com or FAX to 1-866-212-8913
Send check to:
Highlands' Newspaper
P.O. Box 2703
Highlands, NC 28741
828-526-0782

**HELP WANTED**

**COMPUTER VOLUNTEER NEEDED AT ART CENTER** — Calling all techies: the Bascom-Louise Gallery is in need of a volunteer to help the non-profit art center with its computers. From networking to printer issues to backing up their computers, the art center could use an extra person to volunteer his or her time to help. The art center also needs a wide range of other volunteers to help with several different areas: gallery docents, hospitality workers, gallery shop workers, clerical assistants, visitor services, library assistants, teaching assistants and Movers and Shakers (those who help with prop building, landscaping and other indoor and outdoor physical activities). For more information on volunteer opportunities, call (828) 526-0207.

**HIGHLANDS FALLS COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION MANAGER** — Position involves overseeing office administrative activities, operation and maintenance of water and sewer utilities systems, roads, landscaping, security, and new and renovation home construction. Submit resume and three references to hfcasearch@yahoo.com or by mail to HFCA Search Committee, PO Box 128, Highlands NC 28741.

**COMMUNITY BIBLE CHURCH** is currently accepting resumes for a full-time office position. Computer skills, people skills and creative abilities are needed. Call for more info 526-4685.

**HOUSEKEEPER AT HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS HOSPITAL AND FIDELIA ECKERD LIVING CENTER** — Full-time position. Hours are from 7:00am to 3:30pm. Must be able to work on weekends and holidays. Experience in hospital cleaning preferred. Other cleaning experience helpful. Must be able to communicate and follow instructions in English, both oral and written. Full benefits, or the option to opt out of benefits for an increase in pay, available after 30 days of full-time employment. Pre-employment screening required. Call Mandy Talley at 828-526-1301 or apply online at www.hchospital.org.

**RN’S AT HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS HOSPITAL AND FIDELIA ECKERD LIVING CENTER** — See CLASSIFIEDS page 31

**DON’T SCREAM... Get the help you need with TempStaffers!**

Quality help for a day, a week, a season.

**RESIDENTIAL CONTRACTOR**

**KENNETH M. CROWE**

**REPAIR & MAINTENANCE**

(828) 526-5943

**HIGHLANDS, NC**

**NATURE’S CREATIONS**

Now is your chance to install self-contained waterfalls and ponds that look like the real thing. Call for an appointment. Free quotes. Landscaping also available. Call Johnny Billingsley 828-526-8670 or cell: 706-982-2292

**Runaround Sue Pet Sitting**

• Healthy Homemade Treats
• Birthday Parties
• Pet Photos
• Hand-crocheted Dog Clothing

**Sue Laferty**
P.O. Box 1991
Highlands, NC 28741
(828) 526-0644
slaferty@aol.com

**DOUBLE DIP**

**CARPET CLEANING & CARPET INSTALLATION**

**ANTHONY**

(828) 369-0172

Carpet Cleaning Extraction & Carpet Installation

**NEW CAROLINA CARPET**

Specializing in Carpet, Vinyl and Hardwood

(828) 524-5933

369 Wells Grove Rd. | Anthony Sessock
Franklin, NC 28734 | Owner
(Next to Franklin Glass)

**Waterfalls, Ponds, Stone Hot Tubs**

The finest native landscapes in the area since 1984. Eco-friendly designs from the boisterous “Falls on Main” to the trickling Zen of the “Old Highlands Inn” garden and the most beautiful private gardens in Highlands.
View online at greenthumbarts.com.
One of a kind. One at a Time.
828-526-5981

**REPLACE** your Hemlocks with NATIVE trees and shrubs or other adelgid-resistant Hemlock species - Chinese Hemlock, Mountain Hemlock, Western Hemlock or Japanese Hemlock -- as recommended by Arnold Arboretum at Harvard University. Call Chambers Land Management at 828-421-6448.

**WNC Remodelers, Inc.**

All your home improvement needs from your yard to your roof.
Locally owned & operated. Fully insured. Call for free estimate.
(828) 526-4599 or (828) 200-9550.

**Door Man Services**

Herbert Cooper Locksmith
(ADA Requirements Met)
Commercial/Residential Doors/Hardware
Installed, Repaired, Replaced
Call: 864-985-8100

**Allen Dearth & Sons Generator**
Sales & Service, Inc.
828-526-9325
Cell: 828-200-1139
email: allandearth@msn.com

**LEDFORD’S LANDSCAPING & MAINTENANCE, INC.**

Quality, Integrity, Service

29 Lickskillet Road, Franklin, NC 28734
Office (828)524-6959 • Fax (828)524-9751
email: allandearth@msn.com
LIVING CENTER – Full, Part-time and PRN positions available for 12 hour day and night shifts. Excellent wage scale, with shift and weekend differentials. Full benefits, or the option to opt out of benefits for an increase in pay, available after 30 days of full-time employment. We are now offering part-time employees, working at least 24 hours a week, medical insurance. Pre-employment screening required. Call Mandy Talley at 828-526-1301 or apply online at www.hchospital.org.

CNA OR CNA II AT HIGHLANDS-CASHIERS HOSPITAL AND FIDELIA ECKERD LIVING CENTER – Full-time, Part-time, and PRN positions for day and night shifts. Glass breakage rate is $11.00 an hour, $14.40 per hour, and you also receive shift and weekend differentials. Full benefits, or the option to opt out of benefits for an increase in pay, available after 30 days of employment. Pre-employment substance screening. Call Mandy Talley, 828-526-1301 or apply online at www.hchospital.org.

WORK WANTED

LOOKING FOR A HOUSEKEEPER? Call: Manuela at 526-9586 (Highlands) Raquel Dugan at 524-4052 (Franklin) also, Experienced Truck Driver Seeks Full Time Employment: Please call 828-524-4052, or call the International Friendship Center to see how we can help! 828-526-9938 x 290.

FOR RENT


RIVERVIEW APARTMENT – 800 sq. ft. one bedroom, one bath. Full kitchen. $600/month. Call 770-827-0450.


COTTAGE FOR RENT – 1BR, 1BA in town @ Chestnut Cottages. Private, screen porch, Heat/AC, FP, extra sleeping loft, furnished or unfurnished. 6 month lease - $800. monthly plus utilities. Call 526-5939.

HOUSE FOR SALE WITH “RENT TO BUY” OPTION – In town. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 2 decks. $975/month. Sales Price: $259,000. Ownership arrangement negotiable. Call Jimmy at 970-819-3815.

COMMERCIAL – Warehouse, 1,000 sq. ft. Cashiers Road. Call 526-4154.

WAREHOUSE SPACE AVAILABLE FOR RENT, 1,100 – 1,800 sq. ft. bays with large overhead rolling doors. Rent is $500-$600 a month. Located one mile from the crossroads in Cashiers off 107 S. For more information please call Josh Barber 828-743-0077.

VACATION RENTAL

HIGHLANDS COUNTRY CLUB – Sorry, golf and club privileges not available. $2,495 a week. Call 912-230-7202.

CUTE 3 BED/2 BATH – Mirror lake home $1,350-$1,550 + utilities a month, less than mile from Main Street. Call 770-977-5692.

THE LODGE ON MIRROR LAKE – Fish or canoe from deck. Available weekly, monthly, 3-day min. Call 828-342-2302.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

UPPER CLEARY CREEK ROAD AT CORNET LANE – 1.20+ acres less than 4 miles to Main Street. Paved Access. Some winter views 3 sided corner lot has old logging road as your driveway. $62,500 Call 526-9021 or 787-2307.

BUCK CREEK – 1600 sq. ft. finished basement, creek front. Handicapped accessible w/elevator; 3 BR 2 large BA.$329,000. 828-524-6038

UNPRECEDENTED DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY ON 140 ACRES in a picturesque mountain setting. Combine the pleasures of a secluded mountain valley and high mountain real estate. Live on your own farm with 30 acres of pastures, two barns, a remodeled main house, and a new log cabin for guests. Develop the rest. Streams and creeks throughout. 12 mountain lots, each with spectacular views from 3,000 to 3,800 feet, are platted and served by all-season roads. All this within 20 minutes (via a soon to be paved State Road) of the historic downtowns of Sylva and Franklin. Nothing like it in the whole region. Call: 828-349-4465

FREE ’07 HUMMER 3 WITH PURCHASE OF THIS NEWLY REMODELLED HOME – 4 BEDROOM, 2.5 BATH HOME WITH BEAUTIFUL LONG RANGE VIEWS, 2 LIVING ROOMS, RECREATION ROOM, GRANITE KITCHEN, FIREPLACE, GREAT INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY, CAN BECOME A DUPLEX! $369,000. CALL 305-451-1413

COZY COTTAGE PRICED TO SELL – Features: 2 bedrooms, 2.5 baths, wood burning fireplace, tongue and groove ceilings, hardwood floors, whirlpool tub in master bath, full finished basement great for entertaining or as guest quarters. This beautiful home is located on 3 acres in a gated community with State Road paved access under construction. Enjoy the noisy stream from your large deck, take a hike into USFS from your private hiking trail or sit back and relax to the magnificent views from the community gazebo on top of this home. This is a must see if you are looking for beauty, privacy, and seclusion in a true sanctuary. $329,000 – See photos at www.SanctuaryNC.com. Call (828) 349 4465. Homes sites available.

BEAUTIFUL RV/PARK MODEL LOT – Falls View Resort. Dillard, GA. $72,000 706-746-0002

LOT – COWEE RIDGE ROAD, Highlands (off Hwy. 64). 4,500 sq ft. elevation. Great views, Two acres. Southern Exposure. 4 bedroom septic installed, community water, paved road, gated community. $300,000 Firm. Call 478-741-8818. FSBO.

NV – North Carolina Mountains: 15 acres with cabin, pool & tennis. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, mountain views, nice yard, and a pond. $117,774. Call 828-347-5218.


COMMERCIAL FOR SALE – Log cabin at crossroads. Great for Cashiers for sale or lease. Call 526-4154.

COMMERCIAL FOR SALE – 3 acres. U.S. 64 frontage, cashiers Road. 2 acres, 3 warehouses, good income. Call 526-4154.

HOUSE FOR SALE – HFCC 2 story split, 3/2, lake view, golf course, mountain views, membership available but optional. $795,000. Call 526-4154.


OCEANFRONT LOT KEY LARGO, FLORIDA – Cleared, buildable with all services. Last unimproved lot in Silver Shores subdivision. $599,900. For information and photos call Frank (954) 964-7649 or email ft442@bellsouth.net.

NC. OTTO, 38 ACRES – 10 miles from Georgia State line, high elevation, big views, driveway and homesite cleared call owner. 770-952-9100.

NEW HOME/CHALET – 10 minutes from town off Turtle Pond Road. 2/1 with loft, 987 acres, 1,177 sq. ft. $189,000. Call Ty at 828-577-9261.

IN TOWN – 3/2.5 log home. The cottages lakeside at Harris Lake. Less than 2 years old. $329,000. Call Ty at 828-577-9261.

PINE GROVE TOWNHOUSE CASHIERS. Two bedrooms and 1 ½ bath. Walking distance to crossroads, restaurants and shopping. Large deck overlooking green lawn $229,000. Call Manusel de Juan 828-743-1021.Owner broker. Visual tour at www.pixelitvideos.com/townhome

LOTS – Exclusive RiverRock, Tuckasegee Village: 2.1 acre Lot 48, $25,000 OBO. Details. P.O. Box 260789, Pembroke Pines, FL, 33026.

COMMERCIAL FOR SALE – Log cabin at crossroads. Great for Cashiers for sale or lease. Call 526-4154.

HOUSE FOR SALE – ISLAMORADA, FLORIDA – Two bedroom, one and ½ bath conch house for sale at Mile Marker 86, near Founders Park on Oceanside. House sits on a 8,520 square foot lot in a great subdivision with a public boat ramp on the next street over. Founders Park, which is across the street, has a park with a boat ramp, marina, pool, beach, tennis courts, etc. Great deal — owner moving out of state. $475,000. Call 305-852-4369 for more info.


LAKEFRONT ACRE IN SCALY – $25,000 OBO. Details. P.O. Box 260789, Pembroke Pines, FL, 33026.

FOR SALE – 1BR, 1BA in town @ Chestnut Cottages. Private, screen porch, Heat/AC, FP, extra sleeping loft, furnished or unfurnished. 6 month lease - $800. monthly plus utilities. Call 526-5939.
**ITEMS FOR SALE**

**GENERATOR** – Portable Briggs & Stratton 10,000 Watt 18 HP Gas Fuel Tank 3 years old. never used. N$2,199. Now $1,000. Call 828-526-4784 or 404-255-4894.

**SEIL BUNK BED SET** – Very Nice Desk; One 11x15 rug; Lt. in color; very good condition; Mountain Bike w/carrier, helmet. Call 828-526-4064.

**DIETING ROOM FURNITURE & MORE** – Hutch, small buffet/chest, drop leaf maple table and six chairs, $500. Also antique radio – Faensworth Console, $100. Call 526-2047 or 200-1153.

**BEAMS, FLOORING AND ENTIRE STRUCTURE: HAND HEWN BEAMS** – Beautiful material, large faces, $3.50-$4.50 per board foot. Wormy white oak flooring (milled w/a t&g), 6-12" widths, $8.00 per ft. Original, reclaimed white and yellow pine flooring, random wide widths (6-16") $6/board ft. Wide barn siding, $3.50. Also historic log cabins and barns ready to reassemble. 526-2047.

**JENNY LIND BABY CRIB** – White with mattress and matching changing table. Also includes baby mobile that lights up. Asking $150. Call 526-9865.


**FRIGIDAIRE UPRIGHT FREEZER** – Excellent condition. $100 (828) 526-9107.


**LATE KENMORE FLOOR MODEL VACCUUM** – 5.0 power with 2-motor systems. $149. Call 526-4077.


**MEDICAL LIFT CHAIR** – Used one week. Paid $615, asking $500. 526-5558.


**LARGE BIRD CAGE** – 2 1/2 feet high by 1 foot 3 inches wide by 1 foot 2 inches deep. With feeders. $40. Call 526-9245.

**DOG KENNEL** – 10' x 10' x 6", heavy gauge chainlink. Like New. $175, was $270. Call 828-389-2722 Hayesville, NC.

**DELUXE VENTED GAS HEATER** – High btu, slightly used. $100. 524-9107.


**MAOHAGNY CHINA CLOSET** – 6-ft plus, mirror back, 4 glass shelves. Must see. Call 828-787-2307.

**BERNARDT CHERRY DESK** – Mint condition. Paid $4,000; sell $1500. Call 404-354-7463.


**NEW SHOWER DOOR** – Still in box. 27" wide, gold color. Call 526-4077.

**CHINA CABINETS** – Desk, rope-bed, trunk framed artwork, quilts, and more. Call 526-3836.

**ANTIQUE BEAMS, FLOORING AND STRUCTURES** – Hand hewn beams in oak and yellow pine. Beautiful material, large faces, $3.50-$4 per board foot. Original, reclaimed white and yellow pine flooring, random wide widths (6-16") $6/board ft. Also selling entire log and timber frame structures. 215-529-7637.

**BEAUTIFUL FLOORING** – Wormy white oak flooring, resawn, milled and ready to lay w/t&g, 6-12" widths, $8/sq. ft. 215-529-7637.

**LOG CABIN KIT** – 32 x 24 x 8 1/2 inch yellow Pine logs. Walls only. $9,999. Call 526-0241.

**TIME CLOCK** – Acroprint Model 125, and time cards. See Bob at SweeTreats, 526-9822.

**BISTRO TABLES** – 21" round (black and white), 2 black chairs. (4 sets @ $125 per set). See Bob at SweeTreats 526-9822.

**DIETING ROOM FURNITURE** – Very nice. Rectangular with two leaves 6 chairs, 2 with arms. Maple with upholstered seats. $326 all inclusive. 864-972-8525 or cell 864-732-4101.


**SOLID DARK OAK DINETTE CABINET** – 19"x64"x84". 3 glass windows on top. 3 drawers on bottom. 2 bottom doors with keys. Imported from Belgium. Excellent condition. $1,500. 369-3250.

**ITEMS FOR SALE**

**MITSUBISHI 2006 Raider Pick-Up Truck** – 4WD. Tool Box. 10,500 miles. $18,500. 526-0539.


**2006 SUZUKI DR 200SE MOTORCYCLE** – 29 miles, only, perfect condition. 1-cylinder, 4-stoke, 190cc. $3,000. Call 828-342-6789 or home at 828-526-5507.

**HANDICAPPED VAN** – Dodge Grand Caravan, wheelchair accessible, automatic ramp, hand controls, 43,900 miles, $16,000. 526-9799.

**1966 MUSTANG** – 2-door coupe. $12,000. Call 828-883-4214.

**1999 CAMARO** – New tires, low mileage, 5-speed, 6-cylinder, excellent condition. Call 828-369-3619.

**1991 SUBURBAN 3/4 TON** – 130K miles, 20K on Tranny, 350 V8, lift w/automatic ramp, hand controls, wheelchair accessible, $8,000. Call 828-883-4214.

**HANDICAPPED VAN** – Dodge Grand Caravan, wheelchair accessible, automatic ramp, hand controls, 43,900 miles, $16,000. 526-9799.

**1966 MUSTANG** – 2-door coupe. $12,000. Call 828-883-4214.


**MARK’S SEDAN DRIVING SERVICE** – All airports – Atlanta, Asheville, scenic tours, parks, special occasions, restaurant trips, auto delivery. Town Car. Call 828-524-0424 or cell (239)-292-3623. 10/25

**BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY**

**UNIQUE BUSINESS FOR SALE in Highlands. Established Market.** Call 828-200-0061.

**LOST**


**PUPPIES FOR SALE**

**BOXER/BULLDOG/SHEPHERD PUPPIES:** 2 male puppies for sale. One of a kind dog that can box, fight bulls, and guard your house! Mother is CKC boxer/bulldog and father is German Shepherd. $200. each. Call 526-2465 after 5 p.m.
7 Days A Week 24 Hours A Day...Even Holidays

We will locate, excavate and pump it!

Roto-Rooter Plumbing & Drain Cleaning of Highlands and Cashiers now offers septic tank pumping, drain field cleaning and septic field location.

Think your drainfield needs replacing?
The majority of drainfield problems occur due to build up in the drain lines. Roto-Rooter can clean lines, saving you thousands of dollars when compared to replacing lines.

Based in Highlands • Call 526-8313 • Free Estimates

---

town could have a water quantity problem.

Another problem related to sitation is the trihalomethanes (THMs) — by-products of the town’s disinfection chemical, chlorine, that form due to a chemical reaction with organic matter. The shallow water and direct sunlight make the water warmer and more susceptible to algae growth which produces organic matter. As of July, the town is barely within allowable limits of chemical use to alleviate the problem.

DOT representatives have often said they would like to relinquish ownership of the roads because they are expensive to maintain and require a lot of attention.

“My understanding is that, once the town knows that the funds will be coming from the state, the town will offer to accept the roads. Once the state transfers the roads to the town, the town can have them paved to its standards.”

Betz said a paving contractor has not been selected. “Wesley Grindstaff, with NC DOT, alluded to the possibility that one of his paving crews might be able to do it and could be reimbursed by the town from funds that Senator Snow obtains.”

Included in the letter to Basnight is a proposal that “the state would be wise, the state would have to pave them to its standards.”

The Town Board hopes to hear from Snow soon.
The following is the Highlands Police Dept. log entries for the week of Oct. 22-31. Only the names of persons arrested, issued a Class-3 misdemeanor, or public officials have been used.

Oct. 22
- A little past midnight, officers assisted a motorist on S. 4th Street.
- At 3:49 p.m., officers responded to an accident in the parking lot of Duncan Oil.
- At 6 p.m., officers responded to a dog complaint on Foreman Road.
- At 9:32 p.m., officers responded to a verbal dispute at a residence on Dogwood Drive.
- A little past midnight, officers assisted the Sheriff’s Dept. with a call about a prowler at a residence on N.C. 28.

Oct. 24
- At 6 p.m., David Michael Rogers, 44, of Franklin was arrested on a fugitive warrant.

Oct. 26
- At 7:50 p.m., a motorist at Third Street and N.C. 28 was cited for driving without a license.
- At 1:05 a.m., a motorist at Main and Second streets was cited for speeding 32 mph in a 20 zone.
- At 12:20 p.m., officers responded to an accident at NC 28 and Fifth Street.
- At 4 p.m., officers responded to a “gas drive-off” for $11 at the Stop and Shop.
- At 10:45 a.m., officers responded to a two vehicle accident at Oak and U.S. 64 west.
- At 1:50 p.m., a motorist at U.S. 64 west and Hickory Hill was cited for speeding 52 mph in a 35 zone.
- Bernardo Olea Flores, 34, of Highlands was arrested for simple assault, communicating threats and damage to property.

Oct. 28
- At 3 p.m., a motorist at Mirror Lake Road and U.S. 64 west was cited for making an unsafe movement at the site of a two-vehicle accident. A motorist was also cited for driving without a license.

Oct. 30
- At 3 p.m., a motorist at Mirror Lake Road and U.S. 64 west was cited for making an unsafe movement at the site of a two-vehicle accident. A motorist was also cited for driving without a license.

The Highlands Police Dept. requests that all citizens display their 9-1-1 numbers at their residences. To know where to put them, call 526-3645.

Solution to Oct. 25 puzzle

Object: Assign 9 different letters to each cell of 9 columns and 9 rows. In addition, nine 3 x 3 cells in the layout have the same nine different letters (this is similar to Sudoku but uses nine letters instead of nine numbers). A ‘mystery word or phrase’ using all nine different letters is designated by circled squares (other short words appear when solving, for which a list of meanings is provided). Every puzzle has a different ‘mystery word or phrase’ (no spaces).

How to Solve: Determine the nine different letters among those given. Try to solve the mystery word using the clue given and write it in. Other small words will appear in the puzzle. As in conventional crossword puzzles, a list of meanings for these ACROSS/DOWN words is given and number positions shown. Doing them will speed up your solution to the puzzle. Using your powers of induction, inference and insight, place missing letters in all blank squares according to the rules noted above. Focus attention where the least number of letters are needed to complete a line, column or 3 x 3 cell.

Mystery Word:
“Poetic Terms” (9 lettes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>across</th>
<th>down</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Hearing Organ (3)</td>
<td>6. Land Diagram (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Garden implement (3)</td>
<td>7. Foot appendage (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Came Together (3)</td>
<td>8. Highest Point (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Man’s Name (3)</td>
<td>9. Dine (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Garden Tool (3)</td>
<td>10. Mineral (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N-Cryptoku

Object: Assign 9 different letters to each cell of 9 columns and 9 rows. In addition, nine 3 x 3 cells in the layout have the same nine different letters (this is similar to Sudoku but uses nine letters instead of nine numbers). A ‘mystery word or phrase’ using all nine different letters is designated by circled squares (other short words appear when solving, for which a list of meanings is provided). Every puzzle has a different ‘mystery word or phrase’ (no spaces).

How to Solve: Determine the nine different letters among those given. Try to solve the mystery word using the clue given and write it in. Other small words will appear in the puzzle. As in conventional crossword puzzles, a list of meanings for these ACROSS/DOWN words is given and number positions shown. Doing them will speed up your solution to the puzzle. Using your powers of induction, inference and insight, place missing letters in all blank squares according to the rules noted above. Focus attention where the least number of letters are needed to complete a line, column or 3 x 3 cell.

Mystery Word:
“Poetic Terms” (9 lettes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>across</th>
<th>down</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Hearing Organ (3)</td>
<td>6. Land Diagram (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Garden implement (3)</td>
<td>7. Foot appendage (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Came Together (3)</td>
<td>8. Highest Point (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Man’s Name (3)</td>
<td>9. Dine (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Garden Tool (3)</td>
<td>10. Mineral (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Solution to Oct. 25 puzzle

POLICE & FIRE

The following is the Highlands Police Dept. log entries for the week of Oct. 22-31. Only the names of persons arrested, issued a Class-3 misdemeanor, or public officials have been used.

Oct. 22
- A little past midnight, officers assisted a motorist on S. 4th Street.
- At 3:49 p.m., officers responded to an accident in the parking lot of Duncan Oil.
- At 6 p.m., officers responded to a dog complaint on Foreman Road.
- At 9:32 p.m., officers responded to a verbal dispute at a residence on Dogwood Drive.
- A little past midnight, officers assisted the Sheriff’s Dept. with a call about a prowler at a residence on N.C. 28.

Oct. 24
- At 6 p.m., David Michael Rogers, 44, of Franklin was arrested on a fugitive warrant.

Oct. 26
- At 7:50 p.m., a motorist at Third Street and N.C. 28 was cited for driving without a license.
- At 1:05 a.m., a motorist at Main and Second streets was cited for speeding 32 mph in a 20 zone.
- At 12:20 p.m., officers responded to an accident at NC 28 and Fifth Street.
- At 4 p.m., officers responded to a “gas drive-off” for $11 at the Stop and Shop.
- At 10:45 a.m., officers responded to a two vehicle accident at Oak and U.S. 64 west.
- At 1:50 p.m., a motorist at U.S. 64 west and Hickory Hill was cited for speeding 52 mph in a 35 zone.
- Bernardo Olea Flores, 34, of Highlands was arrested for simple assault, communicating threats and damage to property.

Oct. 30
- At 3 p.m., a motorist at Mirror Lake Road and U.S. 64 west was cited for making an unsafe movement at the site of a two-vehicle accident. A motorist was also cited for driving without a license.

The Highlands Police Dept. requests that all citizens display their 9-1-1 numbers at their residences. To know where to put them, call 526-3645.